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Report Overview  PHA proudly presents its first sustainability report this 

year to communicate its financial and non-financial 

performance to our wide-ranging stakeholders. 

This report transparently discloses our sustainability 

management activities and achievements aligned 

with our vision of ‘Global Mechatronics Leader: 

We build a moving world’. We will maintain our 

advancements in our sustainability management 

system and continuously reach out to stakeholders. 

 

Reporting Principles  This report was prepared in accordance with Core 

option: Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards 

for sustainability reporting, and in reflection of ISO 

26000, the UN Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs), and the UN Global Compact (UNGC). 

Reporting Scope  Domestic operations including the PHA Headquarters 

(including a portion of data for overseas operations) 

 

Reporting Period Jan. 1, 2021 ~ Dec. 31, 2021 

 (including a portion of data for H1 2022) 

 

Reporting Cycle  Annual (first report) 

Assurance  This report was assured by a third-party assurance 

provider to establish the objectivity of the report 

content and the reporting process. As to assurance 

standards and the assurance statement, please see 

pages 86~87 of this report. 

 

Contact   PHA Strategy & Planning Team | 392, 

Seongseo4chacheomdan-ro, Dalseo-gu, Daegu, 

Republic of Korea (42724) 

 Tel: +82-53-350-6269

 E-mail: kwlee@phakr.com 

 Website: www.phakr.com
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Dear Esteemed Stakeholders,
 

Since its foundation as Pyeong Hwa Automotive in 1985, we have remained the tried-and-true source for 

automotive closure systems components and systems for the past 37 years. As we overcame such challenges 

as the Korean financial crisis of 1997 and the Global Financial Crisis, we find ourselves yet again face-to-face 

with unprecedented headwinds. The prolonged COVID-19 pandemic and the Russo-Ukrainian War have given 

rise to unprecedented disruptions in global supply chains while the prices for raw materials have gone soaring 

through the roof. This rings even more true in the automotive industry: emerging paradigms of eco-friendliness, 

autonomous driving, and new mobility are accelerating the transformation of the industry, along with international 

politics, highlighting the need for more proactive and preemptive measures to embrace the shifting landscape.  

 

PHA, Starting anew 

To turn externalities threatening our operations into steppingstones from which to forge ahead, we went from 

being Pyeong Hwa Automotive to adopting the new name of PHA in 2021. We remain committed to transforming 

and innovating our business to attain our vision of becoming a Global Mechatronics Leader that will have an edge 

in the market as a Closure System Total Solution Provider. In June 2022, we joined the UN Global Compact to 

declare our endorsement of the Ten Principles of this global initiative in the four areas of human rights, labor, the 

environment, and anti-corruption. In so doing, we reaffirmed our commitment to advancing ESG management, 

while adjusting our systems to fully integrate the ESG management into the fabric of our corporate culture. This 

is the first sustainability report we have published and it will serve to add transparency in communicating our 

sustainable value and performance, while broadening our reach with stakeholders.
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We pursue transformation and innovation. 

Amid the shift towards EVs, Fuel Cell EVs and other vehicles fueled by renewable energy across the automobile 

industry, we have aligned our business portfolio and bolstered our R&D organization to continuously draw from 

a pipeline of novel businesses and technologies. Notably, we established an independent controller assessment 

system to advance our electronics verification capabilities. We have laid the groundwork in place to respond to 

emerging technologies and businesses with the adoption of an electronic component assessment system and 

development of professional talent nurturing programs. We have already been recognized in the global market as 

a pioneer of technologies related to cinching door/truck latches. Furthermore, we are presently expediting our all-

out efforts in developing E-latches and novel swing/coach doors that deliver greater convenience and cater to 

the needs of the autonomous driving era. 

 

We embed transparent and responsible ESG management into our operations. 

We prevent and systematically manage risks – both non-financial risks in the areas of the environment, 

safety, human rights, and ethics, along with financial ones we face in our business conduct. We monitor the 

key environmental impact data, including waste, GHG emissions, and energy consumption, that stem from our 

manufacturing process while strengthening our R&D efforts to reduce the environmental impact of our products. 

Following the enforcement of the Serious Accidents Punishment Act, health and safety operations, which were 

previously the responsibility of the Labor & Support Team, were transferred to the Safety, Health and Environment 

(SHE) Team to advance our safety system and bolster our safety management. Since July 2006, we have 

maintained our record of zero injuries and continue to apply our health and safety management systems at 

overseas subsidiaries as we do at our domestic sites. 

 

We seek win-win partnerships with all stakeholders. 

To reinforce a thriving workplace culture for our employees who constitute the core of our corporate 

competitiveness, we introduced flexible work hour and annual leave systems. We also augmented our training to 

equip our employees with the necessary skills to become top-notch mechatronics experts while fostering win-

win partnerships and mutual respect between labor and management. We extend our commitment to mutual 

prosperity to the employees of our partners as we never spare the effort to invest and pursue innovation even 

amid challenging business conditions. To establish win-win partnerships along the supply chain, we reorganized 

our sourcing system in selecting our partners to focus less on price points and more on factors such as technology, 

quality, safety, health, and human rights.  

 

The future is shaped by the efforts and the work of many, along with those of us at PHA. Leveraging our expert 

knowledge, technology, experience and resources more effectively, we aim to produce higher-quality and safer 

products for our customers, while providing our employees and partners with even more growth opportunities, 

doing our part to raise the profile of the Korean automotive industry across the globe. We look forward to your 

unwavering encouragement and support as we journey ahead to prepare and usher in a new future.

 

  

 Hur, Seong Hyun  CEO, PHA
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About PHA and Its Business

Company Overview
 

Since our foundation in 1985, PHA has evolved into a global automotive door moving systems manufacturer through relentless R&D, 

technology innovation, and ambitious investment. To respond to the shifting trend of the global automotive industry in a more flexible and 

preemptive way, we established a new vision to be a “Global Mechatronic Leader: We build a moving world in 2019” and changed our 

corporate name in 2021. As a Closure System Total Solution Provider in the global automotive industry, we will deliver globally recognized 

technologies and products while we continue to secure the necessary technology focused workforce, cutting-edge production facilities, and 

management infrastructure that drives us to be a top-tier partner that assures customer satisfaction.

History

2004__ ● Established AST Co., Ltd. (press division subsidiary) 

2005__ ● Established PHA Beijing Co., Ltd. (China) 

 ● Established PHA Slovakia s.r.o. (Zilina) 

2006__ ●  Awarded the Best Partner of Northeast Asia (Daimler 

Chrysler) 

2007__ ● Established PHA Czech s.r.o (Cesky Tesin) 

2009__ ●  Achieved Quality 5 Star (Hyundai Motor Company and Kia 

Corporation) 

2010__ ● Established PHA Body Systems, LLC (Montgomery) 

2011__ ● Established PHA Yangcheng Co., Ltd. (China) 

 ● Established the India R&D Center 

 ● Established PHA USA, LLC (Detroit) 

1985~2003 Founding and laying the basis 2004~2011 Establishing a global network

1985__ ● Founded Pyeong Hwa Automotive Co., Ltd. 

1997__ ● Established PHA India (P) Ltd. (Chennai) 

2001__ ● Listed in the KOSDAQ market 

2002__ ● Established PHA Taicang Co., Ltd. (China) 

Name of company PHA Co., Ltd. 

Date of establishment April 11, 1985 

CEO Hur, Seong Hyun 

Headquarters  392, Seongseo4chacheomdan-ro, Dalseo-

gu, Daegu, Republic of Korea

Main business  Manufacturing and sales of automotive parts 

Total assets KRW 957.11 billion 

Capital KRW 645.76 billion 

Sales KRW 927.61 billion 

Credit rating A- 

Employees 699 persons (as of the end of 2021) 

9,276
(unit: KRW 100 million)

LATCH

3,324

OTHER

2,331

D/MODULE

2,297

HINGE

1,324

Sales Breakdown by Product Category
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2012~2022 Improving the quality and paving the way for sustainable management

2012__  ●  Awarded the GM Supplier of the Year for 6 consecutive 

years (2007~2012) 

2013__ ● Established the China R&D Center 

 ● Awarded the Chrysler Innovation Award 

 ● Established PHA Edscha (joint venture) 

2015__ ● Established PHA Chongqing Co., Ltd. (China) 

 ● Established the PHA Europe R&D Center (UK) 

2018__  ●  Awarded the Supplier of the Year by Hyundai Motor 

Company and Kia Corporation (PHA India) 

 ● Established PHA Vietnam, Co., Ltd. (Haiphong) 

2019__ ● Relocated the Daegu R&D Center (HQ – Hyeonpung) 

2020__  ●  Awarded a top-performing after-sales service supplier 

by Hyundai Mobis 

2021__  ●  Changed the corporate name (Pyeong Hwa 

Automotive Co., Ltd. – PHA Co., Ltd.) 

2022__  ●  Awarded the GM Supplier Quality Excellence Award for 

8 consecutive years (2014~2021) 

 ● Joined the UN Global Compact 

Global Network 
 

With a goal of becoming a global leader in the automotive door moving systems sector, we operate a network of 18 plants (8 in Korea)  and 

five R&D centers across eight countries. We develop independent technologies and create price competitiveness in line with global automotive 

industry trends while broadening our global network to preemptively respond to wide-ranging regional conditions.  

● Headquarters

● R&D Center

● Manufacturing Plant
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About Our Business 
 

PHA was founded in 1985 as an automotive parts maker, and has since specialized in the manufacturing of automotive door moving systems. 

We have established a well-organized system across the entire process, from design to mass production, and ensure thorough management 

in each phase of the process to first and foremost deliver customer satisfaction. On the strength of our technology capabilities and knowledge 

accumulated for the past 37 years since our inception, we aim to emerge as a Closure System Total Solution Provider to serve our customers 

with our advanced technology and innovation. We mainly supply latching systems, hinges, door modules, and power systems to such 

renowned global car OEMs as Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Corporation, GM, Renault, Stellantis, Tesla, and Rivian. PHA remains committed to 

broadening its customer base and sales on the back of our exceptional technology and innovation.

Latching systems serve to maintain the closed state of the vehicle parts that open and close - side door, trunk, tailgate (SUVs), hood, and 

endgate (pickups) – and perform a locking function so that these parts are not arbitrarily released inside and outside the vehicle. Latching 

systems play a role in keeping people safe and things secure inside the vehicle, and consist of a latch (lock) and a striker. These systems work 

in alignment with the side door, the hood, the trunk lid, the tailgate, the frunk, the endgate, and the seat.  

Frunk Latch E-Latch Door Striker

Latching System

Hinges are mounted on the vehicle body and the door to connect the two. They serve as a rotation axis when the door opens and closes and 

supports the door to keep it in its place in the event of internal/external shocks. Hinges work in alignment with the side door, the hood, the 

trunk lid and the tailgate.  

Door Hinge Hood Hinge Trunk Lid Hinge

Hinges
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Power systems consist of electrification parts developed for the convenience and safety of customers. When the vehicle collides with a 

pedestrian, the detection of collision triggers the hood to rise and prevent a secondary collision between the pedestrian and engine parts 

inside the hood while minimizing any injury as a result. Power trunk lid/tailgate systems serve to automatically open and close the trunk and 

the tailgate. These systems are composed of the ECU, the drive unit, and sensors that work in alignment with the cinching door latch, active 

hood lift system, the power tailgate system and the power trunk lid system.

Power Systems

Drive Unit ECU AHLS Sensor

The door module is also referred to as a glass gear and is mounted inside the side door of the vehicle body. The door module panel 

accommodates a range of door parts – the window regulator that moves a window up and down, the latch, speakers, and window harnesses 

– to expedite the assembly of the side door system and reduce the time taken in the automobile assembly process.

Door Module & Window Regulator

DM-Plastic Module W.Regulator

On the back of our technology capabilities in the areas of injection modling, stamping and electrical and electronics we design and produce 

automotive parts outside of the door moving systems and supply them to our customers. This product category includes the endgate handle, 

the fuel filler opener, the door checker and actuators.

Other Products

Fuel Filler Opener Door CheckerEndgate Handle
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Management Philosophy and Vision House
 

Management Philosophy 

We commit to integrating the management philosophy of parent PHC Group into our operations to pursue the growth and happiness 

of customers, employees and all other stakeholders while promoting business innovation. We align our employees to the PHC Group’s 

management philosophy to seek sustainable growth for both PHA and stakeholders.

Core Values 

We share the core values of our parent PHC Group with our employees and present them the way forward. Our employees abide by the code 

of conduct as specified by these values and act on the core values of Spirit of a Sound Mind, Passion to Achieve Goals, Communication and 

Cooperation, and Highest Level of Professionalism.

To pursue the happiness of customers, employees, and society with value creation through 

innovation and management based on respect for human.

Value creation through innovation 

Providing customers with new 

experiences and value through market-

leading technology and management 

innovation 

Management based on respect for human 

Developing human resources and providing them 

with an optimal environment to display their 

competencies, while respecting human dignity 

and worth and recognizing that the Company’s 

competitiveness stems from its people

Pursuit of happiness of customers, 

employees, and society 

Pursuing the happiness of all concerned, 

including customers, employees, partners, 

and the local community, on the basis of 

sustainable growth 

Spirit of a Sound Mind

Being honest; performing duties according to the proper procedures 

and methods; behaving with humility

Ethics Fairness Humility

Communication and Cooperation

Communicating with openness and mutual respect, and actively 

collaborating to create synergy

Mutual respect Open communication Cooperation

Passion to Achieve Goals

Working in high spirit and passion for everything to enhance the value 

of the organization and oneself 

Joy of work Ownership Sense of purpose

Highest Level of Professionalism

Striving to acquire the best professional skills and knowledge 

in the field

Best-in-class Self-development Creativity
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Vision House

Guided by the vision of Global Mechatronics Leader: We build a moving world, PHA aims to build unsurpassed competitiveness based 

on globally recognized technologies and to deliver flawless quality trusted by all to preemptively respond to the rapidly-shifting global 

automotive industry landscape. We also engage in distinctive cost innovation activities to provide products and services at competitive prices.

Sustainability Management Strategy 

PHA is keenly aware of the importance of sustainability management to fulfill social responsibility and has declared its company-wide 

commitment to ESG management and defined five areas of sustainability management to embed sustainability management into its day-to-

day operations. We will manage Key Performance Indicators (KPI) in alignment with our approach to sustainability management in each of 

these areas, and implement ESG improvement tasks at the department level to pursue growth as a sustainable company.

Bolster our portfolio 

and elevate brand 

value through R&D

Contribute to a 

wholesome society 

through responsible 

management 

encompassing 

partners and local 

communities

Advance 

eco- friendly 

management by 

conserving energy 

and reducing waste

Build transparent 

governance and 

operate sound 

governance

Create a corporate 

culture of happiness 

to put employees’ 

human rights and 

safety first

5 Areas of 

Sustainability 

Management

Our Approach

Innovation

Leader in Pursuit of 

Innovation

Community

Leader Building Win-

Win Partnerships with 

Stakeholders

Environment

Leader Caring for the 

Environment

Governance

Leader Recognized 

for Fairness and 

Transparency

Employee

Leader Growing 

Hand-in-Hand with 

Employees

Global Mechatronics Leader : We build a moving world

Best-in-class 

quality

Joint journey for 

innovation

Ultimate 

cost savings 

Execution of new 

business

Pioneer in technology 

innovation

Management 

Philosophy

Vision

Key Motto

Core Values

Spirit of a 

Sound Mind

Passion to 

Achieve Goals

Communication and 

Cooperation

Highest Level of

Professionalism

To pursue the happiness of customers, employees, and society with value creation 

through innovation and management based on respect for human.
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ESG HIGHLIGHT UN SDGs 

Facilitate global partnerships for 

sustainable development

Declaring ESG management by joining the UNGC

On the occasion of our 37th anniversary, we declared our full-

fledged commitment to ESG (Environmental Social, Governance) 

management and joined the UN Global Compact (UNGC)1) in June 

2022.  

In the official ceremony held to deliver the UNGC membership 

certificate, we reaffirmed our commitment to advancing sustainable 

management and fulfill our social responsibilities. As a member 

of the UNGC, we will abide by the Ten Principles in the areas of 

human rights, labor, the environment, and anti-corruption while 

transparently disclosing our efforts and achievements in attaining 

the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) each year.

In May 2022, we conducted offline training for executives and the 

sustainability management TFT on the concept of ESG management 

and its necessity to raise ESG awareness at all levels, along with 

online ESG training provided to all employees. This served to 

help our entire workforce better understand the trends of ESG 

management and its significance. 

We have set our policies in the areas of labor and human rights, 

environment, ethics, and sustainable supply chain management, and 

are making disclosures on our mid/long-term goals set for KPIs in 

each of these areas. Going forward, we will transparently manage 

our goals to establish and advance our ESG management system.

1)  A voluntary corporate citizenship initiative launched by the UN to promote the 

sustainable development of the global economy by engaging businesses in ESG 

management to fulfill their social and environmental responsibility and conduct 

business ethically

◀  Delivery of the UNGC 

membership certificate

Setting Policies and Mid/long-term Goals by Sustainability Management Areas

Labor and Human Rights Environment Ethics Sustainable Supply Chain 

Management
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ESG HIGHLIGHT UN SDGs 

Manage sustainable 

decent jobs for all

Health and safety feedback collection program

In line with the enforcement of the Serious Accidents Punishment 

Act, we operate a program to collect feedback from health and 

safety workers on health and safety issues in the workplace. Any and 

all workers having access to our worksites, including our employees 

and employees at subcontractors and suppliers may use the QR 

code displayed within the promotional materials made available at 

respective worksites to report health and safety risk factors in their 

workplace and recommend necessary improvements. 

When feedback is submitted, consultations are made between the 

SHE Team and relevant teams to develop improvement plans and 

take action according to the importance of the issue at hand. The 

SHE Team makes company-wide notices of such feedback and 

improvement results on a monthly basis, and issues deemed urgent 

are collected year-round and action is taken on a weekly basis.

To facilitate this feedback collection program and encourage all 

employees to participate, we also operate a reward program. 

Proposals submitted to the SHE Team are reviewed for their 

practical necessity and effectiveness and rewards are given to 

chosen ones on the 4th day of each month. The year-end Safety 

Proposal Awards is hosted as part of the annual closing ceremony 

to award one office staff and one production worker under the 

name of the CEO as the health and safety management officer. 

Winners are finalized through the reviews and assessments made 

by the SHE Team on the proposals submitted for the year and the 

deliberations performed at the Occupational Health and Safety 

Committee. We will continue to carefully heed the voice of our 

employees and take proper action to create and maintain a safe 

workplace.

Health and Safety Feedback Collection and Handling Process

▲ Promotional brochure for the health and safety feedback collection program

Feedback collection

- Post in-house promotional 

materials (Use the QR code in 

the PR materials to follow the 

instructions and submit health 

and safety feedback)

01

Submission to the SHE Team

- Regular: Once/month 

- Year-round: Once/week 

(year-round submission available 

when deemed urgent)

02

Improvement Plan

- Consult with the SHE Team 

and relevant teams to set 

improvement plans

03

Disclosure of Improvement 

Activities and Results

- Notify the feedback for which 

action was taken along with its 

results at all levels

04

Safety Proposal Awards Selection Process

01 02 03 04

Compilation of Chosen 

Proposals

SHE Team

Separately collect by 

production worker/office staff

Review/Assessment

SHE Team

Make reviews by using risk 

assessment tools

Deliberation

Occupational Health and 

Safety Committee

Make final deliberations on candi-

date proposals(3 times as many)  

Award

Health and Safety 

Management Officer

Give awards at the annual 

closing ceremony
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ESG HIGHLIGHT UN SDGs 

Encourage sustainable industrialization 

and innovation

Honored with the Jang Yeong-sil Award

▲ 30th anniversary of the IR52 Jang Yeong-sil Award

The year 2021 was meaningful as our technologies were 

recognized by major governmental organizations to elevate our 

corporate brand value. The low-noise lightweight compact power 

trunk lid system that we jointly developed with Hyundai Motor 

Company was honored with the 95th IR52 Jang Yeong-sil Award. 

This system renders the power trunk (electric trunk) system 

employed for automatic opening and closure of the trunk more 

compact and lightweight to increase storage capacity by 13ℓ 

compared to conventional systems. 

Our efforts to develop a new power trunk system was driven 

by the need to improve on the issues of traditional power trunk 

systems, ranging from high cost and heavy weight to mechanical 

noise, and nearly one year of work resulted in the world’s first-ever 

drive unit with its motor mounted on the hinge arm used when 

the trunk opens and closes. While ordinary power trunk systems 

require additional fixture parts (brackets) and two motors to enable 

the power latch needed for automatic door closure to perform lock 

and release functions, our new technology simplified the overall 

structure by mounting the drive unit motor to the hinge assembly. 

Also improvements the power latch to enable lock and release 

depending on the direction of rotations utilizing only single motor. 

This innovation will be utilized with 11 sedan models and 32 

SUV models with Hyundai Motor Company by 2024, generating 

approximately KRW 65.4 billion in sales on a five-year cumulative 

basis. We are also considering the application of this technology 

to automatic door opening/closure systems and EV power hood 

systems. In line with the increasing demands for EVs for which the 

hood also provides storage capacity, the demand for automatic 

hood opening/closure systems is expected to increase in the years 

ahead.

▲ Drive unit

▲ Integrated power latch 
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Stakeholder Engagement

Stakeholder Communication

In April 2022, we performed a sustainability management survey on stakeholders to gather their feedback in the areas of environment, 

society, and management/economy.

We define everyone whom we cooperate with in business conduct as our stakeholders. We collect their feedback through varying 

communication channels, and ensure that their feedback is integrated in setting our course ahead in business management.

Communication Channels by Stakeholder Group

Employees - Labor management discussions  -Comm & Coop  - Cyber Whistleblowing Channel  -Employee Opinion Survey (EOS)

Customers - Visits by management  -Website  - Response to customers’ procurement/production/development

Local Communities/NGOs -Discussions with community members  -Activities as a member of the UNGC  -Employee volunteers

Partners - Cyber Whistleblowing Channel  -Partner cooperation meetings  - Partner exchange meetings

Investors & Shareholders - General meetings of shareholders  - Board of Directors

Academia - Industry-academia cooperation

Environment - Develop recyclable materials in consideration of resource circulation and waste reduction 

 - Strengthen standards in managing the hazardous substances that we currently discharge/systemize regulatory compliance operations 

 - Increase investment in renewable energy under the leadership of the Management Support Division and the Production Division 

Society - Motivate employees through welfare benefits, prevention of gender-based discrimination, and horizontal communication 

 - Expand support for partners under the leadership of the Purchasing, Finance and Quality Divisions

 - Expand training to employees in general positions on the Serious Accidents Punishment Act and the Occupational Safety and Health Act

Management - Elaborate on and internalize new growth drivers in line with shifting automotive market conditions (EVs, electronic parts, etc.) 

/Economy - Boost customer trust and improve corporate reputation by investing in quality rather than price competitiveness 

 - Change internal perceptions in relation to subcontracting and fair trade 

Stakeholder Feedback by Key Area
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Materiality Assessment

Materiality Assessment Process

Perform the materiality 

assessment

02

To set strategic priorities for the pool of issues created, we engaged in stakeholder surveys, media article analyses, 

industry peer benchmarking, and ESG ratings/standards analyses to assess the issues for their risk likelihood and the 

impact generated from risks.  

Respond to 

material issues

04

We categorized material issues into key response, strategic response, and mid/long-term response areas, and 

respond to these issues through our distinctive management approach. Each material issue is specified for their risks 

and opportunities, and specifics are disclosed in detail in the ESG Risks & Opportunities section of this report.

Select 

material issues

03

We chose eight material issues requiring intensive management based on the assessments made on ESG issues 

from the risk perspective.

Create a pool of 

ESG issues

01

We identified 20 ESG issues in consideration of global standards and their ESG assessment items, global best 

practices and benchmarks, and industry trends.

ESG Issue Pool

Environment

- Renewable energy 

- Green House Gas 

- Air pollution 

- Water resources 

- Waste and resource circulation 

- Hazardous substances 

- Eco-friendly products and 

technology

Society

-HR management 

-Health and safety 

-Human rights, diversity 

& inclusion 

-Local community 

-Partner management 

-Shared growth

Management/Economy

-Ethics and anti-corruption 

-Compliance 

-R&D 

-Product quality 

-Customer satisfaction 

-Information security 

-Board of Directors

We conducted the materiality assessment to identify material issues in need of intensive management to advance sustainable management 

in accordance with international standards. This process led us to select eight material, high priority issues through stakeholder surveys, media 

article analyses, and domestic/global company benchmarking. These issues were analyzed from the risk perspective, and this report provides a 

detailed presentation of our approach to these material issues.
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Materiality 

Assessment 

Results

 Rank Area Material Issue Page

 1 ● HR management 36~42p

 2 ● Partner management 49~56p

 3 ● Product quality 25~27p

 4 ● Health and safety 45~47p

 5 ● Ethics and anti-corruption 62~63p

 6 ● Human rights and diversity & inclusion 43~44p

 7 ● Waste and resource circulation 32~33p

 8 ● Green House Gas 31p

Materia lssue

●            
●          
●
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The likelihood of risks occurring and their potential losses identified through this materiality assessment process are not based on the 

analysis of the Company's actual management performance, and are presented in relative terms for each issue by comprehensively 

considering stakeholder survey results and media article analysis results among others. 

● HR management 
●

Partner management 

●Product quality  

●
Health and safety 

●Ethics and anti-corruption 

●
Waste and resource circulation 

●Human rights, diversity & inclusion ●Green House Gas

● Renewable energy 

● Compliance●
Information security 

●Hazardous substances 

●
Air pollution 

●Board of Directors ●Shared growth 
●

R&D 

●Customer satisfaction 

●

Eco-friendly products 

and technology 

●
Water resources 

●Local community 
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INNOVATION
Leader in Pursuit of Innovation

BACKGROUND
The shifting paradigm of the automotive industry towards electric, autonomous driving and connected cars is expected to bring tremendous 

change to the moving system as well as the drive system. Taking the lead in such a changing market requires the development of 

differentiated products through exceptional R&D capabilities. In addition to intrinsic product competitiveness, the robust commitment to 

sustainable management demonstrated by global car OEMs underscores the importance of building a sustainable business model in the 

automotive parts industry.

PHA’S APPROACH 
PHA is developing a wide spectrum of automotive lock and security devices. Under the new vision of ‘Global Mechatronics Leader: We build 

a moving world’ set in 2019, we move ahead of the competition to pursue product innovation. Investing in EVs, autonomous driving and 

electrification for continuous business growth and expansion, we tap into new business territories. To deliver improved quality, we are building 

an independent maintenance support system, assisting partners in improving their quality, and boosting our quality competitiveness in the 

market.

KEY PERFORMANCES

Percentage of 

R&D expenses against sales

2.8 %

Partners’ quality difficulties resolved

16 cases

Sales

9,276 billion KRW

Patent registrations made

19 patents

8.2.   Achieve higher levels of economic productivity through diversification, technological 

upgrading and innovation 

9.4.    Retrofit industries with increased resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and 

environmentally sound technologies and industrial processes 

9.5.    Encourage innovation and substantially increase the number of research and development 

workers and spending

Link to UN SDGs Material Topic   

#3 Product quality
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R&D

R&D system 

To leverage our technology and knowledge accumulated over the past 37 years in preemptively responding to the quickly changing external 

environment, we operate a dedicated R&D organization under the vision of ‘R&D centers that increase the potential for sustainable growth and 

lead PHA’s advancement into new markets’. As cyber security gains greater importance in line with the full-scale introduction of eco-friendly 

self-driving vehicles, we have set our mid/long-term strategy to develop electronics convergence technologies to block security threats 

including hacker attacks and data breaches. We have also established an independent controller assessment system to advance our electric/

electronic verification capabilities, and are laying the basis to embrace new technologies and new businesses by internalizing an electronic 

parts assessment system and developing professional workforce nurturing programs.

Advancement into New Markets

R&D System

R&D centers that increase the potential for sustainable growth and 

lead PHA’s advancement into new markets
Vision

Mid/long-term Key 

Strategic Direction

Develop new products 

through electronics 

convergence for sustained 

growth

Lay the basis to develop 

new businesses to generate 

new sales

Establish and advance the 

foundation to improve 

electronics verification 

capabilities

Improve preliminary 

verification capabilities 

through product service life 

prediction

Key Role
Preliminary 

development
JHL analysis

Prototype production 

and verification
Test & evaluation

Awards Granted in 2021

Award Date

R&D Centers at a Glance

[Domestic] Daegu R&D Center

Preliminary design and analysis, new car design, prototype 

production and verification, test & evaluation

[Domestic] Suwon R&D Center

Preliminary design, new car design, H/W & S/W electric/

electronic system design

[Overseas] India R&D Center

Design, prototype production and verification, test & evaluation, 

product development

[Overseas] China R&D Center

Design, prototype production and verification, test & evaluation, 

product development

Overseas] Europe R&D Center (UK)

Preliminary development

Selected for the mid-sized local leading business nurturing 

program 

Development of a PSD drive module enabled by radar 

sensors (KRW 840 million orders won) 

Newly selected as a mid-sized local leading business  

(PHA and 20 other companies, Ministry of Trade, Industry 

and Energy) 

World Class 300 Distinguished Award 

(SMEs generating outstanding performance under the 

government-led World Class 300 Project in the technology 

acquisition sector, Minister of Trade, Industry and Energy 

Award)

95th IR52 Jang Yeong-sil Award 

(low noise, lightweight compact power trunk lid system, 

Minister of Science and ICT Award) 

Apr. 1

Apr. 28

Dec. 6

Sep. 28
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World Class 300 Distinguished Award 

In September 2021, we were honored with the ministerial award 

in the technology acquisition sector under the World Class 300 

Project hosted by the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy. This 

government-led project intends to support SMEs chosen for their 

technology innovation capacity and their commitment and potential 

to tap into the wider global market to nurture 300 world class 

companies. Selected companies receive wide-ranging support to 

fuel their growth, including R&D expenses, overseas marketing, and 

consulting. PHA was chosen as a project participant in 2012, and 

was named the Most Excellent World Class 300 Company in 2014. 

This achievement is deeply meaningful as the government officially 

recognized our technology capabilities and our corporate brand 

value was boosted in the process. We will build upon this success to 

emerge as a truly global company in the years ahead.

Selected as a mid-sized local leading company

We were chosen under the 2021 mid-sized local leading company 

nurturing program led by the Ministry of Trade, Industry and 

Energy to develop a PSD1) drive module enabled by radar sensors 

for nearly 21 months between April 2021 and December 2022. 

This program was pilot run in 2019 to identify promising local 

companies that have growth potential and technology innovation 

capabilities to nurture them to drive the local economy and 

the industrial ecosystem, and has been undertaken at full scale 

since 2021. A total of 21 companies were chosen in 2021 to 

conduct R&D with local SMEs, universities and research institutes 

and receive comprehensive support to bolster their innovation 

capabilities including export marketing, patent strategy setting, and 

management strategy consulting. PHA was selected as a mid-sized 

local leading company in the Daegu and North Gyeongsang region, 

which raised its profile and provided an opportunity to develop new 

technology and preemptively secure intellectual property rights. We 

vow to faithfully participate in this project to contribute to the local 

industry and economic growth.

1) PSD (Power Sliding Door): Motor-powered automotive sliding door

▲ 2021 World Class Distinguished Award ceremony ▲ Mid-sized local leading company certificate awarding ceremony
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Smart factory advancement

We introduced the smart factory initiative for the universal motor 

sub-assembly line of our Seongseo Plant in 2018, and has since 

consecutively expanded this initiative across the company. Given 

the characteristics of automotive product manufacturing, the 

assembly and inspection processes that require a high precision, 

high density process flow pose difficulties in efficient operation 

and quality management due to the information asymmetries that 

occur between shop floors and plant operation. In consideration 

of tightening automotive industry regulations and the increasing 

demand for eco-friendly, safe, convenient and lightweight products, 

we are pursuing smart factory advancement to ensure sustainable 

growth and boost competitiveness.

Specifically, the CPS1) is applied to our parts production process for 

▲ Panoramic view of the smart factory lines

A smart factory refers to a production system which automates and digitalizes the entire manufacturing process with the help of IoT and the CPS to 

align the whole of the value chain in real time just as a single factory

Smart Factory Overview

Reduce the development period, develop 

customized products

Produce a variety of products in large 

quantities, improve the efficiency of energy 

facilities

Reduce inventory costs, promote cooperation 

across the entire areas including quality and 

logistics

Planning/Design 

Simulation prior to production in the virtual 

environment

Production

Real-time information exchange among 

facilities/materials/ systems

Distribution/Sales

Real-time automated order awarding/winning 

in line with the present production conditions

the organic synchronization and integrated management of data 

among processes, facilities, equipment, personnel, and subsidiary 

systems. In 2019, we aligned collaboration robots with the CPS, the 

ERP2), and the MES3) across the entire plant located on the first floor 

of the Headquarters to establish an advanced smart factory system, 

and are pursuing such advancement consecutively for the key 

production lines of our Seongseo Plant and Hyeonpung Plant.

1)  CPS (Cyber Physical Production System): Combine virtual physical systems, 

information and software technology with mechanical components to enable 

real-time monitoring or control performed by the internet and other equivalent 

infrastructure as well as data transmission and exchange

2)  ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning): Integrate and align management activity 

processes – production, logistics, inventory – to assist swift decision-making

3)  MES (Manufacturing Execution System): Shopfloor management system which 

focuses on the real-time environment monitoring and control, logistics and work 

operations tracking management, status identification, and defect management
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Investing in a wireless EV charging system startup

We invested nearly KRW 3 billion in WiPowerOne, a startup 

which owns wireless EV charging technologies, to diversify our 

product portfolio associated with eco-friendly EVs. WiPowerOne’s 

technology enables wireless charging when the EV is stopped and/

or while driving. As car OEMs speed up their efforts to introduce EVs 

to meet their carbon emission targets, this technology is expected to 

make charging more convenient and safer for EV users, which drove 

our decision to invest in this startup. Going forward, we will support 

WiPowerOne’s sales operations and work together to develop and 

mass-produce wireless charging systems. 

 

Identifying robotic technologies and companies 

We invest in robotics to extend the scope of application for our 

mechatronics technology and to render our workplace as well 

as products safer and improve our productivity as a result. In line 

with tightening safety regulations including the Serious Accidents 

Punishment Act and hazardous chemical substances management 

regulations, we will leverage robotic technology to apply equally 

stringent safety management standards to both our domestic and 

overseas operations and partners to prevent any potential accidents 

and improve the efficiency of our production infrastructure.

New Business Investment Process

Assessment Area

Investment strategy 

setting

Investment company 

identification
Review

Investment 

execution

Follow-up 

management

1

Market potential

2.

Competitiveness

3

Technology

4

Characteristics of 

top management

5

Profitability

6

Synergy

7

Other

New Business Discovery

Bolstering new business capabilities 

We have aligned our new business investment portfolio and created 

new business teams to execute this portfolio in consideration of 

the new technologies, external conditions and internal capabilities 

required to expand our product categories in the set direction. 

Our New Business Team identified new business investment areas 

in the automotive and non-automotive industries by taking into 

account their business scalability and customers’ strategy. Internal 

deliberations are made to select investment target companies and 

targets are finalized based on 20 assessment categories in seven 

areas in consideration of their ESG relevance. While we prioritize 

new business opportunities in the automotive sector, we will also 

consider non-automotive ones to broaden our business presence.  

New Business Investment Areas

Automotive Industry Non-automotive Industry

EV1) FCEV2) Energy Robot・Drone

Autonomous Material Health Care
 

   

1) EV: Electric vehicles

2)  FCEV: Fuel cell electric vehicles that are powered by fuel cells that generate 

electricity through hydrogen-oxygen reaction

Other (metaverse, 

blockchain, etc.)
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Quality Management System 

We operate five teams under the Quality Division to advance 

systemic quality management, and set our vision for the Quality 

Division of ‘pursuing ultimate quality cost savings to contribute to 

PHA’s profitability’. To ensure quality assurance from the viewpoint 

of customers, we implement activities to improve our quality 

competitiveness while securing future quality drivers and adopt 

quality certifications. In 2022, we are working to upgrade our 

parts specifications and reinforce the application of our in-house 

maintenance support system to reduce quality failure costs by 50% 

from the previous year.

Quality Management Advancement 

Operating a company-wide suggestion program 

Our company-wide suggestion program was designed to encourage 

all our employees to freely suggest necessary improvements for 

organizational operation and work, and apply such suggestions 

to their day-to-day work. Suggestions may concern quality 

improvement, productivity improvement, work efficiency gains 

and any other areas, and they go through preliminary and final 

assessments twice made by leaders and personnel of the Quality 

Assurance Team and other relevant teams. High quality suggestions 

are awarded monthly based on their grade, and special rewards are 

offered to the Suggestion of the Year on an annual basis. Between 

December 2020 and November 2021, a total of 849 ideas were 

submitted, and 65% of them were adopted for improvement. This 

program intends to develop a constructive corporate culture and 

work methods, and we will continue to encourage employees’ 

participation in this program.

Quality Management

Organizational Structure of the Quality Division

Launch Quality Control Team

Quality Control Team

Quality Assurance 1 Team

Quality Assurance 2 Team

Electronics Quality Team

Quality Division

Quality Management System

Pursue ultimate quality cost savings to contribute to PHA’s profitabilityVision

1)  PPM (Parts Per Million): A quality measurement unit which refers to the ratio of defective products out of total. Generally, quality is managed against the threshold of 6 

sigma or 3.4 PPM. This means 3.4 defects occur for every one million products and is considered a significantly high level of quality management.

Achieve zero PPM1) 
Quality Goal

Mid/long-term Key 

Strategic Direction

Maximize the efficiency of global 

quality management   

Establish an innovative quality 

assurance system  

1.  Engage in prevention activities through 

initial quality improvement 

2.  Prevent process failures by abiding by 

the basic 

3.  Bring customer satisfaction through 

improved detection 

4. Reduce cost through quality assurance 

1.  Establish electronic parts standards to 

proactively respond to the shifting 

future landscape 

2.  Advance processes for key operations 

3.  Level-up partners to strengthen partner 

management 

Improve our current quality competitiveness Secure future quality drivers
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Collect information 

Customer 

requirements, 

market trends and 

other background/

environmental 

understanding

Analyze quality 

elements 

Attractive/must-be/

general quality

Maximize 

satisfaction 

Deliver on customer 

requirements 

and necessary 

functionality, reduce 

issues/defects to 

zero

Operating reflection meetings to reduce quality failure 

cost to zero 

To turn quality failures into opportunities for success, we hold 

monthly reflection meetings with a goal of reducing quality failure 

cost to zero. Led by the head of the Quality Division, the Division and 

design/validation/production/ development teams get together to 

jointly take stock of quality issues and share the results of analyzing 

chronic quality issues, interacting in a relaxed atmosphere and 

identifying improvements to elevate quality. As such, we recognize 

the severity of claim costs and work at all levels to systematically 

manage failure metrics. 

 

Operating a room for success 

To learn from failures to raise quality awareness and further 

commit ourselves to quality management, we operate a room for 

success to exhibit cases of failure. A separate space is arranged 

within the chronic failure analysis lab to display data on large-scale 

quality failures – defects that occurred and their description and 

cost of failure – as well as defective products. While the room was 

previously toured on a voluntary basis, this was changed for each 

team to set their tour schedule, receive quality training, tour around 

the room and sign the visitor’s book to raise quality awareness 

across the board.  

Receiving quality difficulties from partners 

We collect difficulties experienced by partners each quarter and 

provide them with necessary support to pursue stable quality and 

win-win partnership activities. In 2021, a total of 43 difficulties 

were gathered on three occasions from 49 partners subject 

to our QMS (Quality Management System) assessments, and 

improvements were made on 16 of them through working-level 

reviews. Such difficulties are categorized into nine types – such as 

tolerance mitigation, quality limit, work efficiency improvement, and 

test criteria rationalization – and review outcomes are immediately 

provided to partners to support their improvement efforts. We will 

continue to heed the voice in the field and integrate it into our day-

to-day operations. 

 

Performing Q.F.D1) analysis with the KANO model 

The ultimate goal of our quality management is to deliver products 

void of any issues or defects all while catering to the requirements 

and functions presented by customers. To maximize customer 

satisfaction based on accurate understanding of customer needs, 

we introduced the Q.F.D analysis methodology which leverages 

the KANO model in advancing preventive quality management. 

The KANO model is a customer-centric quality element analysis 

methodology that intends to bring the greatest possible customer 

satisfaction. In the KANO model analysis process, we classify 

quality elements into attractive/must-be/general quality to 

comprehensively analyze customer needs. Looking ahead, we will 

remain committed to providing differentiated customer experience 

and quality. 

1)  Q.F.D (Quality Function Deployment): Systemic quality improvement process to 

manifest customer requirements in the final product in each step of the way 

from product design and development to production and sales.

▲ Room for success (exhibition of quality failures)
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Advancing the field vehicle monitoring analysis

To secure initial quality in the vehicle sales process, we have 

introduced CAN communication protocol1) log data storage 

equipment for system analysis, and deployed this equipment 

to monitor vehicles while in motion. This analysis equipment 

is mounted on the vehicle in question to monitor the vehicle 

while driving and to improve on NTF2) failures. This approach is 

advantageous in saving time for actual vehicle inspections made 

through maintenance appointment, and our plan is to nurture 

professionals to build specialized capabilities to analyze causes of 

defects.

1)  CAN (Controller Area Network) communication protocol: A communication 

protocol designed to support the flexible performance of automotive 

applications with two wires col lecting a large number of ECUs for 

communication

2)  NTF (No Trouble Found): No trouble found refers to faults whose causes are 

hardly identified and analyzed due to difficulties with reproducibility while 

products show anomaly in the field.

Preemptive analysis and improvement of defect elements

To eliminate fundamental causes behind product failures, we 

analyze issues by vehicle type, product item, and phenomenon 

while developing measures to address these issues. In 2021, we 

organized a team dedicated to the analysis of finished vehicles to 

perform scheduled maintenance and causal analyses on PTG/PTL 

system3) failures while creating a task force team joined by partners 

to develop improvement measures and monitor results for one 

month.

3)  PTG (Power Tail Gate)/PTL (Power Trunk Lid) system: Enable the automatic 

opening and closure of the tailgate/trunk by using the power provided by the 

drive unit motor of the tailgate/trunk, and consist of the power latch, the drive 

unit and ECUs

Establishing an independent maintenance support 

system

We opened the PSW (PHA Service Way) System to 

independently support the maintenance of the parts 

that we produce with an aim to bolster customer 

communication on quality to improve our maintenance 

service and claim metrics. The maintenance guidelines that 

we previously distributed were not readily available at 

sites and thus were not easily accessible by maintenance 

technicians, and did not serve to address one-off claims. 

The PSW System was created by primarily improving on 

these limitations to make it more accessible and include 

component descriptions, maintenance guidelines, cases 

of maintenance, and inspection methods by failure code 

to prevent erroneous or excessive maintenance to help 

accurately identify the issue at hand, analyze technical 

problems and perform repairs.

The opening of this system came in tandem with the 

distribution of promotional materials with the QR code 

on them to access the system as well as user training 

across 40 key service centers nationwide. The QR code 

can be scanned either through a tablet or a personal 

mobile phone to search for necessary information in real 

time, which will enable maintenance technicians to check 

information swiftly and accurately to better perform their 

maintenance work and reduce unnecessary claims as a 

result. We plan to establish and operate a dedicated PSW 

System call center to facilitate communication.

Key Activities in Each Phase of Quality Improvement

Set improvement goals 

- Set improvement agenda 

items 

- Set improvement goals 

- Investigate failures 

- Investigate previous 

occurrences and improvement 

records 

Analyze failures and develop 

countermeasures

- Analyze failure factors 

(device/electricity/environment/

durability) 

- Select relevant experts 

- Elucidate failure mechanisms 

Validate effectiveness 

- Review the process of 

electronics items 

- Validate the effectiveness of 

improvement measures 

- Select optimal improvement 

measures 

Take measures and report 

improvements completed 

-Consult with customers on 

improvement measures 

-Set the date of applying 

improved products 

-Perform field monitoring on 

improved products and report 

improvement results (year-end) 

01 02 03 04

> > >
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ENVIRONMENT
Leader Caring for the Environment

BACKGROUND
As the global community recognizes the severity of climate change and environmental pollution, countries and businesses are taking 

measures to establish sustainable business models. Businesses are responsible for reducing their energy consumption and GHG emissions while 

minimizing waste generation to lower environmental pollution and contribute to improving the environment. In particular, the automotive 

industry is one of the major sources of GHG emissions, and global car OEMs are expanding their eco-friendly product portfolio to fulfill 

environmental responsibility, which may boost the demand for partners to develop eco-friendly products and improve their environmental 

performance.

PHA’S APPROACH 
We are committed to mitigating environmental impact across our entire business operations from product design to production and disposal. 

In preparation to the demand to be raised by car OEMs to become carbon neutral, we also engage in R&D to lower the input of energy 

and raw materials in the product use phase, and bolster our management of GHG emissions, energy consumption and other environmental 

performance data.  

KEY PERFORMANCES 

GHG emissions

9,569.9 tCO2eq

Energy consumption

22,457MWh

Waste recycling

89.6 %

*Based on global operations

ISO 14001 (environmental management 

system) certification achieved

82.4 %

7.3. Improve energy efficiency 

11.6.  Reduce adverse environmental impact, including by paying special attention to air 

quality and municipal and other waste management 

13.1.  Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural 

disasters

Link to UN SDGs Material Topic   

#7 Waste and resource circulation 

#8 Green House Gas
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Environmental Management System 

All our domestic operations and key overseas production sites 

remain certified under the ISO 14001 international environmental 

management system certification and strive to minimize the 

environmental impact generated from the manufacturing process. 

Responsible employees within the environmental management 

organization collaborate closely to accurately identify and address 

internal/external issues, stakeholder requirements, and regulatory 

compliance on environmental management. Guided by the vision 

of ‘fulfilling environmental responsibility to embed environmental 

management into our day-to-day work’, we have set the course 

of our strategy and KPIs including waste generation and energy 

consumption while defining and managing mid/long-term goals.

Environmental Management Implementation

Organizational Structure for Environmental Management

-  Approve the outcomes of identifying 

organizational status on environmental 

safety issues as well as the decisions made 

on risks and opportunities

-  Review the outcomes of identifying 

organizational status and the decisions made 

on risks and opportunities

- Maintain and manage the SHE system

- Compile and report the outcomes of 

identifying organizational status and the 

decisions made on risks and opportunities

- Develop/implement/maintain the 

environmental management process

- Manage air/water quality, waste and other 

aspects of environmental management

-Manage energy/carbon emissions

CEO

Head of the 

Management Support 

Division

Leader of the 

SHE Team

Environmental 

Manager

Fulfill environmental responsibility to embed environmental management 

into our day-to-day operations
Vision

1. Minimize environmental impact by establishing an environmental management system 

2. Efficiently use resources in the product manufacturing process 

3. Abide by domestic/overseas environmental regulations and make transparent environmental disclosures 

4.  Embed an eco-friendly culture into our corporate DNA by providing employees with environmental training and raising 

their environmental awareness 

5. Continue with R&D and investment to improve the environmental performance of products

KPI
Category Unit 2021 2022 Target 2025 Target

Energy consumption MWh 22,547 21,870 19,960

GHG emissions tCO2-eq 9,569.9 9,282.8 8,472.2

Water consumption ton 37,571 36,442 33,260

Non-compliance with environmental regulations No. of cases 0 0 0

General waste generation ton 251.9 244.3 223.0

Designated waste generation ton 29.0 28.2 25.8

Waste recycling % 89.6 90.0 90.0

Environmental investments KRW million 24 25 25

Organizational Structure for Environmental Management

Mid/long-term Key 

Strategic Direction
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SHE management guidelines 

We established our Environmental, Safety and Health (SHE) 

management guidelines in April 2022 to commit ourselves to 

proactive participation in and endeavor for SHE operations. All our 

employees recognize the importance of SHE, understand overall 

procedures defined in the environmental system, and continue with 

regulatory compliance and improvement.

Bolstering Environmental Management 

Capabilities 

Environmental management training for employees 

To raise employees’ awareness on environmental management, 

we publish monthly newsletters to address the selected SHE issues. 

The newsletter issued in July 2021 focused on carbon neutrality 

including energy conservation and GHG emissions reduction to 

share the government’s carbon neutrality policy – its background, 

necessity and implementation strategy – and actions that can 

be taken in daily lives to achieve carbon neutrality. To integrate 

environmental management into our corporate DNA, we plan to 

conduct company-wide environmental training in the second half 

of 2022.  

Emergency prevention training and exercise 

We identify potential emergencies and develop emergency action 

plans by severity and type of emergencies based on annual health 

and safety risk assessments and environmental impact assessments. 

To render these plans more effective, we conduct regular training at 

least once a year to communicate our organizational structure and 

plans to respond to emergencies and inform individual employees 

of their roles and how to take emergency actions and use 

equipment as specified in emergency action plans. For production 

processes and areas where emergencies may occur, emergency 

response exercises are also conducted, and any issues identified 

following trainings and exercises are examined to re-develop and 

revise the emergency action plans. 

 

Responding to environmental accidents and emergencies 

To prevent accidents that leave environmental impact such 

as fires and explosions and any other potential accidents, we 

established emergency management regulations and abide by 

them in developing emergency response plans and conducting 

exercises. The CEO, as the Chair of the Emergency Action Committee, 

is responsible for the overall management of an emergency, 

and all employees promptly report the occurrence or signs of 

emergency according to the set emergency reporting system. Until 

the emergency situation is terminated, follow-up management is 

performed as defined in the emergency action plan, and the head 

(team leader) of the organization where the emergency occurred 

investigates into the incident, develops improvement measures, 

and communicates them to the responsible management team. In 

the event that emergencies caused by fires, explosions or gas leaks 

that occur within our sites or in their vicinity bring environmental 

impact to other companies and surrounding areas, a comprehensive 

accident investigation report is prepared and provided to the CEO. 

If it is believed that severe environmental pollution has occurred, 

environmental impact assessments should be made in accordance 

with environmental impact assessment regulations. 

환경·안전보건 경영방침

Compliance with SHE for Human-life

피에이치에이㈜는 자동차용 DOOR MOVING SYSTEM 전문 제조 업체로서 지역사회와 국가

에 공헌하고, 고객만족을 통한 최우수 선호기업이 될 것입니다. 

이를 위하여 우리는 제조 활동으로 인한 환경영향을 최소화 하고 안전보건 분야의 지속적인

개선 활동과 안전문화 정착을 통해 대내외 이해관계자들의 요구사항을 충족할 것입니다. 

01. 환경·안전보건의 중요성을 인식하고 회사의 모든 제조 활동에 있어 환경·안전

보건 시스템을 유지, 관리, 개선하여 산업 재해로부터 안전하고 클린한 사업장

을 유지한다.

02. 회사와 관련된 국내·외 환경법규, 산업안전 법규 및 그 밖의 요건을 확인·준수

하고, 환경·안전보건 규정을 포함한 관련 정보를 문서화하여 대내외 이해관계

자에게 배포 및 열람이 가능하도록 한다. 

03. 환경·안전보건매뉴얼을 포함한 환경 및 안전보건 경영체제를 만족하기 위하여

임·직원의 교육 및 훈련은 물론 전사 환경·안전보건 목표를 달성하기 위해 세부

목표를 수립, 추진하여 지속적인 개선활동을 전개한다. 

04. 환경·안전보건 경영체제의 실행에 선도적 추진 기업으로서 환경 보존 및 안전

보건 무재해 활동을 통해 인류공영에 사회적 책임을 다한다. 

피에이치에이㈜의 전 임직원은 상기 환경·안전보건 경영방침을 실현하기 위해 환경·안전보건

체제에 따른 제반 절차를 이해하고, 산업안전 법규 준수 및 지속적인 개선활동을 통하여 환경·

안전보건 활동에 적극적인 참여와 노력을 다한다.

피에이치에이㈜ 대표이사 허승현

▲ SHE management guidelines

Emergency Response Process

01

Report the 

emergency 

(emergency 

contact)

02

Declare a state 

of emergency

03

Respond to the 

emergency

04

Terminate the 

situation

05

Investigate 

and develop 

improvement 

measures 

06

Prepare a 

comprehensive 

accident investi-

gation report and 

provide the report 

to the CEO (for 

company-level 

emergency)

07

Perform 

environmental 

impact 

assessments 

(for serious 

environmental 

pollution)
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Response to Climate Change 
 

Energy saving activities 

We implement energy saving activities at all levels. To reduce 

electricity consumption, we launch the PC-OFF campaign after 

business hours all while monitoring our electricity consumption. 

Tap water devices were improved and hand dryers were installed 

at the restroom, along with sharing daily energy saving tips to 

elevate awareness on resource conservation. Such steady efforts 

help integrate energy saving into our corporate culture, and 

we aim to continue with energy conservation activities to reach 

the environmental target we set for 2022 to reduce electricity 

consumption by 3% from the previous year.

Studying ways to reduce the power consumption of our 

products 

To minimize the environmental impact that stems from our 

products, we are exploring technologies to reduce motor capacity 

to lower power consumption. By upgrading the actuator package 

which serves to apply electrical energy to trigger the desired 

motion from the existing separated design to an integrated one, we 

reduced the number of motors required from two to one. While the 

separated design was operated by a small motor to open power 

contacts and a cinching motor, which made it bulky and demanded 

power for two motors, the improved package integrated power 

opening and cinching functions so that only one cinching motor is 

put to use.  

In 2021, our research on a lightweight cinching actuator which 

achieved a more than 30% reduction in the weight and size of 

actuators enabled us to make a patent application for this new 

technology. The compact size allowed for greater room for design 

flexibility and cost savings.

Managing GHG emissions

We manage GHG emissions by source of energy and GHG emissions. 

We monitor our power consumption as measured against the 

number of days worked, purchase eco-friendly vehicles, and strive 

to mitigate our GHG emissions. In recognition of the importance 

of responding to climate change, we plan to advance our plan to 

lower energy consumption and manage GHG emissions.

Environmental Impact Mitigation

GHG Emissions (unit: tCO2eq)

Category 2019 2020 2021

Total GHG emissions (Scope 1+2) 8,824.5 9,475.2 9,569.9

Scope 1 (direct emissions) 705.2 701.1 712.6

Scope 2 (indirect emissions) 8,119.3 8,774.1 8,857.3

Energy Consumption

(unit: MWh)

2019

20,520

2020

22,051

2021

22,547

Category

No. of 

Parts

Weight

88 units

1,270g

63 units(28%↓) 

870g(32%↓)

Package 

Improv-

ement

Integrated Actuator

(1 motor)

Integrated Actuator

Power release and 

cinching function

Cinching motor

Separated Actuator

(2 motors)

Separated Actuator

Cinching motor

Small-sized 

motor

Cinching 

function

Power release 

function
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Waste and Resource Circulation 
 

Waste management process 

We ensure the appropriate management and treatment of 

waste generated from the processes, activities and services of 

our respective worksites in accordance with waste management 

regulations with an aim to minimize waste generation and 

reduce environmental pollution. Waste is classified into domestic, 

industrial , designated, and food waste depending on their 

harmfulness, and their weight, type, and designation are reported 

to the environmental manager at the SHE Team. Treatment is 

contracted out to waste treatment companies, and this is followed 

by the documentation of the waste management ledger. For the 

transparent, real-time management of waste, we use the Allbaro 

system, the total waste management system operated by the Korea 

Environment Corporation.

Reducing waste generation

We make it a rule to sort out waste at the team level to reduce the 

generation of waste. Recycling bins are located at each team to 

sort general, recyclable, and designated waste and discharge them 

as such, and defective products collected from the manufacturing 

process or customers are stored in the waste storage area. 

Recyclable waste and metal scraps are treated through recycling 

companies. In purchasing  such office supplies as toners and ink 

containers, we ensure that they are either recycled or collected 

by their supplier in principle. Reducing the consumption of office 

supplies is managed as a team-level goal in an effort to conserve 

resources and promote resource circulation across our entire 

operations.

Efforts to save water consumption 

We set a mid/long-term goal for water consumption to lower our 

use of water. At the Headquarters, 97 water saving devices were 

installed at the waterstand, and this helped us save 0.3 tons of 

water per device on average on a daily basis. This is translated into 

an average of 60~80% reduction in water consumption compared 

to when such devices were not installed, and we plan to expand 

their application across our whole operations.  

Water Consumption (unit: ML)

Category 2019 2020 2021

Water withdrawal 58,292 43,183 54,925

Water consumption 40,797 28,106 37,571

Water discharge 17,495 15,077 17,354

Waste Recycling

86 %
2019

86 %
2020

89.6 %
2021

Waste Management Process

The team generating waste prepares a 

disposal report by documenting the type, 

designation and volume of waste.

The team generating waste provides 

the disposal report to the environmental 

manager at the SHE Team.

The team generating waste appropriately 

stores waste until the date of discharge. 

The team generating waste discharges 

approved waste to the waste 

storage area at the set date.  

The environmental manager requests 

waste treatment companies to process 

waste according to the volume of waste 

discharged. 

The environmental manager at the SHE 

Team documents and manages the 

type and volume of waste discharged 

on the waste management ledger 

(management through the Allbaro 

system in parallel)

Report

Notice

Storage

Discharge and 

Treatment
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Using recycled packaging materials 

To reduce the unnecessary waste of resources, we use the reusable 

packaging materials – Danplar boxes, plastics, and steel pallets 

– that we delivered to domestic customers and collected from 

them. When transporting products among our plants, we also 

use reusable return pallet packaging to increase the applicability 

of these resources. In addition, we retrofit idle containers to store 

waste to minimize the environmental impact generated as a result 

of resource consumption, continuously exploring ideas and putting 

them into action.

Researching ways to reduce the input of raw materials 

We engaged in a variety of research efforts to improve the 

functionality and performance of products by making them 

lightweight and compact while reducing the input of raw materials. 

In 2021, we developed a cost-saving regulator to lower its weight 

by 20% and pursue upgrades through part integration, specification 

optimization and layout change. This resulted in a 4.9% increase in 

profitability all while delivering the same level of performance.   

We also developed a hinge direct-connection drive unit which is 

more durable, easier to mass-produce and highly universal. The 

previous aluminum housing welding technique made our drive 

unit heavy and posed difficulties in ensuring rigidity and mass 

production. The newly developed plastic housing with a forged 

hinge allows for improved formability while delivering the same 

level of performance as its predecessor, saving costs by 35%. This 

hinge direct-connection drive unit lends itself to application to other 

systems for its simplified system composition, and we plan to apply 

this new drive unit to various vehicle types. 

 

Contributing to increasing recycling through stamping 

the type of materials on injection-molded products 

To increase the recycling of products, we stamp the type of 

materials on injection-molded single unit products in the latch 

and actuator categories. This makes it easier to identify material 

information and to sort materials by type for recycling or disposal in 

the product disposal phase, contributing to mitigating environmental 

pollution and increasing recycling rates.  

Reusable Packaging Materials

▲ Danplar boxes

▲ Steel pallets

▲ Plastics

▲ Return pallets 

▲ Stamping the type of material on an injection-molded product
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Local Pollution Management 
 

Managing water pollutants 

We lawfully treat wastewater and sewage water generated from 

our operations in conformity with water pollution management 

regulations, along with activities to reduce the generation of 

wastewater. Environmental impact assessments are made under the 

leadership of the SHE Team, and we secure wastewater facilities to 

meet our needs and gain approval when needed. All wastewater 

generated is either contracted out for treatment or transported to 

the public wastewater treatment plant. The SHE Team regularly 

takes stock of our wastewater storage and management, and totals 

our monthly wastewater generation to lower the generation of 

wastewater. 

 

Managing harmful chemical substances 

We lawfully manage the chemical substances that we receive, 

handle, use and store in accordance with chemical substance 

management regulations. For the safe use and handling of 

chemicals, we ensure that the  MSDS1) is made available at the place 

of using chemicals, and provide training to employees handling 

such chemicals prior to their use. The SHE Team regularly reviews 

and manages matters concerning the handling, storage and use 

of chemical substances, and the head of the Management Support 

Division performs reviews and management at least on a half yearly 

basis through internal ISO 14001 audits.  

1) MSDS: The Material Safety Data Sheet documents the name of materials, health 

and safety precautions to take when handling, and environmental impact.

Managing air pollutants 

In compliance with the Clean Air Conservation Act, we equip 

our faci l i t ies generating air pol lutants with air pol lut ion 

prevention facilities,  gain approval and operate such facilities 

accordingly. To reduce the emission of pollutants, we check the 

performance of air pollution prevention facilities and use dust 

collectors to manage the dust generated from the injection 

molding dryer. We also regularly make self-measurement of air 

pollutants in conformity with the legal standards stipulated in the 

aforementioned Act.

 

Managing noise 

We conduct half-yearly work environment measurements to create 

a pleasant work environment and minimize environmental impact 

on stakeholders in the vicinity of our operations. In purchasing 

heavy equipment for the manufacturing process, we identify 

the sources of noise and install mitigation facilities to ensure the 

noise generated does not exceed the legal threshold. Even when 

the noise level is below the set standard, we provide workers 

with earplugs for their health and safety. When the management 

standard is not observed, the concerned team is required to take 

corrective and preventive measures in accordance with health and 

safety regulations. Our noise and vibration management regulations 

stipulate the standards to follow to address emergencies and 

complaints.

Generation of Air Pollutants

(unit: ton)

2020

0.65

2021

0.16
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EMPLOYEE
Leader Growing Hand-in-Hand with Employees

BACKGROUND
Employees are the greatest driving force and the key competitive lever behind our growth as a company. Embracing diversity and respecting 

human rights forms the foundation for organizational soundness, and this represents the value that all businesses should seek to uphold. To 

create sustainable value, it is imperative that we recruit competent talent and manage individual employees in a fair and reasonable manner. 

Furthermore, the recent enforcement of the Serious Accidents Punishment Act has ignited social interest in health and safety issues and 

highlighted the need for more rigorous health and safety management.

PHA’S APPROACH 
We have established fair recruitment, performance appraisal and compensation processes to create a culture of great work place and 

encourage employees to generate performance on an on-going basis. We operate a range of talent nurturing and welfare & benefits 

programs to build a sound corporate culture in accordance with global standards to improve both work satisfaction and professional 

competency on the part of our employees. To prevent fatal injuries, we thoroughly abide by and review health and safety laws and 

regulations and prevent safety risks from ever occurring in compliance with international health and safety standards.  

KEY PERFORMANCES 

Training hours per employee

40.4 hours Welfare and benefits expenses 

per employee

2,183,000 KRW

*Based on global operations

ISO 45001 (health and safety management 

system) certification achieved

76.5 %

Fatal occupational injuries

Zero

4.3.  Ensure equal access to quality technical, vocational and tertiary education, including university 

5.5.  Ensure women’s participation and opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision-making 

8.5.   Achieve full and productive employment and decent work and equal pay for work of equal value 

10.3.   Ensure equal opportunity and reduce inequalities of outcomes by promoting appropriate 

legislation, policies and action

Link to UN SDGs Material Topic   

#1 HR management 

#4 Health and safety 

#6  Human rights and diversity  

& inclusion
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HR System

Great Workplace

Core Values

Ideal Employee

Global talent demonstrating the highest level of expertise through communication and 

cooperation on the strength of the spirit of a sound mind and passion to achieve goals

Labor and Human 

Rights Management 

Vision 

Create a Great Work Place cultureVision

Mid/long-term Key 

Strategic Direction

1. Fundamentally prevent injuries by establishing a company-wide health and safety management system

2.  Contribute to generating performance through a lasting labor-management culture based on 

communication and trust

3. Nurture mechatronics talent over the mid-to-long term to bolster competitiveness for new technology

4. Create a flexibile and horizontal organizational culture for sustainable growth

5. Operate an HR management system intended for fair performance appraisal

6. Stabilize a global, wholesome organizational culture

PHA aims to establish a fair performance management system and nurture mechatronics talent to bolster its 

competitive edge for new technology. To this end, we remain focused on building a labor-management culture 

based on communication and trust and a sound, flexible and horizontal organizational culture in accordance with 

global standards. With a goal of nurturing global talent with the highest level of professionalism, we set six mid/long-

term key strategies as well as KPI targets and are implementing specific activities to create a Great Workplace culture.  

Spirit of a Sound Mind

Being honest; performing duties according 

to the proper procedures; and methods 

behaving with humility

Passion to Achieve Goals

Working in high spirit and passion for 

everything to enhance the value of the 

organization and oneself

Communication and Cooperation 

Communicating with openness and 

mutual respect, and actively collaborating 

to create synergy

Highest Level of Professionalism

Striving to acquire the best professional 

skills and knowledge in the field

KPI
Category Unit 2021 2022 Target 2025 Target

Fatal occupational injuries No. of cases 0 0 0

Injuries for every 1,000 employees per year ‰ 3.19 2.50 0

Welfare and benefits expenses per person KRW 1,000 2,183 2,292 2,407

Training expenses for employee KRW 1,000 73 173 236

Accidents involving child/compulsory labor No. of cases 0 0 0

Employees who completed human rights training % 100 100 100
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Performance Appraisal Appeals Process

Recruitment process 

We develop recruitment plans according to our recruitment 

management guidelines and recruitment process, and employ blind 

interviews to ensure competence-based and fair recruitment. Our 

goal is to hire exceptional talent who abide by our core values, our 

definition of an ideal employee, and our code of conduct through 

paper screenings and interviews. We do not discriminate on the 

grounds of gender, and give precedence to men of national merit 

in the recruitment process. We hire both on a regular and a year-

round basis when staffing needs arise.   

 

Fair Assessment and Compensation 

We conduct comprehensive HR assessments on employees’ 

work performance and job competency for fair HR management. 

Each year, employees set their performance and competence 

goals through interviews with evaluators, followed by interim 

reviews and final assessments. Employees self-assess their own 

performance and competences while receiving performance 

and competency assessments performed by evaluators through 

interviews. The calibration process ensures that both employees and 

their evaluators engage in consultation or adjustment concerning 

assessment results , and the CEO deliberates on calibrated 

assessment grades and decides on the final grades awarded in the 

approval phase. Our salary system is operated to provide reasonable 

compensation based on one’s role and performance rather than 

seniority, and compensation is made differently according to 

individual performance which determines one’s salary raises and to 

organizational (team) performance which determines bonus pay.

Creating a performance appraisal appeals process 

In 2021, we create an appeals process to bolster the fairness of 

our HR assessment results. Following the assessments made in 

every November, assessment grades are notified individually to 

all employees at the end of December, and employees may use 

the appeals process to raise objections against the given grades in 

early January the following year. When an objection is submitted, 

this triggers the interviews with the head of the concerned division 

and the team leader and the convening of the Appeals Deliberation 

Committee. The Committee then comprehensively reviews unmet 

KPI goals, work performance other than KPIs, efforts made for 

competence development, and assessment interview records to 

award its final approval on assessment grades. 

 

360-degree leadership assessments 

Every July, we perform 360-degree leadership assessments to 

review all our executives and team leaders in Korea and abroad 

for their leadership skills and present capacity building indicators 

required for organizational management. Online surveys are 

conducted on bosses, colleagues and subordinates of the leaders 

subject to assessments in the areas of vision management, talent 

nurturing, organizational management, and global competence, 

and the results are compiled to provide individual reports. Such 

assessment outcomes base our efforts to induce voluntary 

improvement on an individual level and create a healthy and 

innovative organization. 

 

Job rotation program 

Our job rotation program intends to help employees experience 

different job assignments to broaden their horizons and perform 

work aligned with their individual competences. Each May and 

September when interim performance and competence assessment 

reviews are made, employees may apply for our job rotation 

program and are given an opportunity to perform the work of their 

own choosing through interviews and consultations with the HR 

Team.

Early January the 

Following Year

Objections against 

the given appraisal 

gradesfeedback

End of January the 

Following Year

Appeals Deliberation 

Committee

Mid November

Appraisal

End of November

Calibration

Mid December

HR compilation

End of December

Appraisal result 

feedback
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Employee Capacity Building
 

Onboarding training for new hires 

We provide new hires with onboarding training to help them 

better understand the Company and their work. This touches 

upon the introduction of PHA and PHC Group and our core values, 

key HR programs and rules of employment, IT, and safety among 

others, and is accompanied by interviews with the head of the 

Management Support Division to go over matters required for their 

work assignment. 

 

PHA Academy 

The PHA Academy is operated as a field-driven job competency 

reinforcement program for G1 positions (staff/managers). The 

Academy provides six courses by selecting in-house lecturers 

for each sector to nurture internal experts, and employees from 

partners are assisted in taking these courses if they wish to. In 2021, 

a total of 96 employees enrolled at the Academy including partner 

employees, and we will continue to share our technology and 

knowledge to pursue a culture of shared growth.  

Expanding smart learning 

Amid the protracted COVID-19, we expanded the scope and 

application of smart learning2) to fill the void in in-person learning 

and create a virtual learning environment required for the new 

normal brought by this pandemic. While the scope of smart learning 

was previously limited to team leaders and middle managers, this 

extended to include all employees, and surveys were performed 

to ensure effective training operation by improving the content of 

training and its operational methods. Presently, nearly 51,000 online 

courses are provided across 19 areas – leadership, management, 

humanities, fine arts, languages, and job, and special lectures – and 

rewards were created for individual employees and teams who take 

the largest number of courses to invoke interest in wide-ranging 

learning topics and provide stronger learning motivation. 

2)  Smart learning: Online learning platforms that enable self-initiated learning 

using personal computers or mobile devices

Training System

Category

G3

G2

G1

Total 

Common competence Job Competence Leadership Competence Global Competence

Career Introduction

New entry

Smart learning

Next Generation Leadership course

Promoter course

PHA Academy In 

house job course

Electrical & 

Electronics 

Training course

Overseas Expatriate 

Leadership course

Overseas Expatriate 

Training course

R&D

Logistics

Finance

Major Courses of the PHA Academy

Category Course Participant

1)  FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis): A type of reliability analysis perfor-

med to systematically interpret cause-and-effect relationships concerning 

failures that occur when using a system

Understanding product structures and 

their operational functionality (1)

Understanding product structures and 

their operational functionality (2)

Understanding the FMEA1)

Understanding electronic parts 

Understanding plant logistics 

Understanding the product cost analysis 

16 persons

Total participants

10 persons

18 persons

13 persons

16 persons

23 persons

96 persons

Improvements Made to Smart Learning

Category 2020 2021

Target Team leaders, middle managers

Leadership

- Monthly view time 

management (should take 4+ 

hours per month)

- Give penalties for non-

completion 

Content

Opera-

tional 

method

All employees 

Leadership, humanities/

liberal arts, language OA, 

themed special lectures, etc. 

- Define theme-specific 

mandatory courses and 

targets 

- Reward individuals and 

learning teams who take 

the largest number of 

courses 
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Opening electronics training 

We bolstered our training required to shift the focus of our design 

capabilities from instruments and machines to electronics and 

to evolve into an organization of mechatronics experts. In 2021, 

electronics training was launched and attended by 26 employees 

in total from purchasing, sales, quality, and strategy & planning 

functions as well as R&D. Electronic engineering professors are 

invited to help trainees understand the overall concept of electronics 

technology and basic-level knowledge and to apply the learnings 

to their day-to-day work through practice sessions.

Operating a leadership coaching program for expatriates 

We design and provide training for all our expatriates to improve 

their knowledge and skills required to strengthen their leadership 

capabilities so that they properly assume their role as global leaders 

at overseas subsidiaries. Leadership assessments are made to review 

one’s type of leadership and necessary competences, and training 

materials are provided based on assessment results for preliminary 

learning. Building on this, main training is conducted in virtual online 

format through lectures, discussions, case studies, and games. In 

consideration of language and time differences, two groups are 

arranged with up to 20 members to conduct practice sessions in 

parallel. As such, PHA is committed to nurturing global leaders with 

broad perspectives and inclusive attitudes towards local cultures, 

racial diversity and business issues.

Attendance in electronics training 100%

Tour of overseas subsidiaries for exemplary 

production workers 

We provide exemplary production workers with an 

opportunity to tour around overseas subsidiaries. This 

serves to visit local manufacturing sites to recognize the 

importance of quality of export products delivered by the 

Headquarters and experience the global automotive market 

and the local atmosphere and culture. Amid the prolonged 

global pandemic, this was suspended in 2021 but we will 

resume the tour in line with local COVID-19 policies.

Operating a career move support program 

Our career move support program ensures that employees who 

retired or will retire land a high-quality job through reemployment 

or startup. Consultants are assigned to each participant to provide 

counseling and information in a way that meets their individual 

schedule and areas of interest. To ensure a smooth career switch, 

support is offered concerning financial planning counseling, 

alternative career choices, post-retirement unemployment benefits 

and administrative handling guidance including four major 

insurance programs.  

▲ Tour of overseas subsidiaries for exemplary production workers(PHA 

Beijing)

Participation in Electronics Training (unit: No. of persons)

 8 3 3 2 2 2 4 2

R&D
Purcha-

sing
Sales PM

Develop-

ment

Manufac-

turing 

Engine-

ering

Quality

Strategy 

& 

Planning

Details of the Career Move Support Program

Reemployment support

Learning/space support

Startup support

Life support

- Prepare resumes/career descriptions

- Provide personalized employment information

- Prepare for interviews, etc.

- Operate trainings

- Use office spaces and personal computers

- Provide a base for career move activities

- Analyze startup items and business districts

- Tax handling and publicity work for startup

- Franchise review, etc.

- Review preparations for after-retirement life

-  Unemployment benefits, administrative affair for 4 

major insurance plans

- Personal finance consulting
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HIGHLIGHTCreating a Flexible Organizational Culture
 

Streamlining the job level and title system 

In line with global corporate culture trends, we streamlined our 

job level system from five – Staff, Assistant manager, Manager, 

Deputy manager, General manager - to the three levels of G1(Staff/

Manager), G2(Assistant manager, Manager), and G3(Manger, Deputy 

manager, General manager/Senior Manager) to upgrade our cultural 

fundamentals into a more flexible and horizontal one, along with 

addressing one another in a more equitable way. This intends to 

shift the focus of our assessment methodology from seniority to 

competence and efficiency, and we are establishing a role-based 

promotion and performance-driven compensation system. 

 

Culture of complimenting 

We have been implementing compliment coupon and compliment 

relay programs to reinvigorate our corporate culture which 

is under pressure amid the prolonged COVID-19 and difficult 

business conditions and to create a culture of respecting each 

other. Compliment coupons are issued by the head of divisions 

and team leaders to employees recognized for their exceptional 

practice of PHA’s core values. These coupons can be redeemed to 

purchase snacks and can be exchanged with gifts through quarterly 

lucky draws. Compliment relays encourage employees to give and 

receive compliments and awards are given each quarter to those 

who received the largest number of compliments and high-quality 

compliments.

▲ Issuance of compliment coupons

Key Communication/

Compliment Activities

Comm & 

Coop

Compliment 

coupon

Compliment 

relay

Comm & Coop 

Comm & Coop, our junior board which has been up and 

running since 2017, serves as a window to facilitate 

horizontal communication across departments and job 

levels and resolve company-wide issues and complaints. 

The name is an abbreviation of Communication and 

Cooperation which form the core values of PHA, and Comm 

& Coop consists of members each chosen from respective 

functions every year through interviews and reputation 

surveys conducted by the HR Team on candidates collected 

via recommendations made by division heads as well as 

voluntary applications submitted. Member qualifications 

include deep understanding on our core values, well-

established reputation among colleagues, and exemplary 

professional conduct. Once chosen, Comm & Coop members 

represent their function for one year to engage in wide-

ranging communications that relate to all employees 

including senior-level ones in the areas of work efficiency 

gains, welfare improvement and CSR. 

In 2021, a total of 12 members who belong to millennial 

and Gen Z demographics and have been with us for 3 to 10 

years were chosen as Class 4 of Comm & Coop, and received 

junior board capacity building training to effectively perform 

their role as a communication channel. In addition, employee 

discussions are held to identify necessary improvements 

and ideas for corporate culture and to develop annual 

activity plans and make necessary improvements. We have 

increased incentives to encourage Comm & Coop activities 

by offering additional points in performance appraisal 

and giving precedence in promotion assessments. We will 

continue to provide necessary support and infrastructure to 

create a flexible and innovative organizational culture. 

▲ Comm & Coop Class 4 

launching ceremony

▲ Comm & Coop members 

volunteering for environmental 

clean-ups
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Conducting Employee Opinion Surveys (EOS)

Each June, we conduct group-wide Employee Opinion Surveys 

(EOS) to take stock of our corporate culture and identify necessary 

improvements. This serves to collect candid employee feedback 

required for business operations and align items in need of 

management and improvement with organizational KPIs. In 2021, 

an online survey was performed on 447 office employees for 87 

questions across seven areas, and the response rate amounted to 

92.6% (414 respondents). The EOS identified HR management and 

organizational satisfaction index as areas requiring improvement 

from the previous year, and we have been reviewing our overall HR 

policy, identifying tasks for organizational culture improvement and 

organizing our systems, policies and specific programs.

Managing work hours 

Our employees work 46 hours per week, which is more stringent 

than the legally-mandatory standard of 52 hours per week. We 

monitor work hours on a monthly basis as one of our team-level 

KPIs. Since 2018, we have also introduced flexible hours to enable 

employees in management positions to flexibly arrange their work 

hours within the limit of average 52 hours per week.

Introducing staggered hours 

We operated staggered hours as a pilot run for six months 

between October 2021 and March 2022 to establish a 

culture of flexible work. This ensures that our employees 

choose when to start and finish their work while working 

eight hours per day as usual. We encourage employees 

to use staggered hours at least three times per week 

by choosing their desired type of work arrangement. 

Based on the result of this pilot run, we have expanded 

staggered hours since May 2022 and are working to 

embed a flexible work culture into our cultural DNA.

Operating the PC-OFF program 

To provide institutional support for reduced work hours, we have 

operated the PC-OFF program for all employees in management 

positions to control employees‘ use of personal computers. This aims 

to minimize overtime work and holiday work and to fundamentally 

prevent any abnormal work arrangements, such as returning to 

work after business hours. In addition, alarms are set 30 minutes, 

10 minutes and 5 minutes prior to the designated time of leaving 

office to encourage employees to leave on time, and overtime work 

is allowed for those who made applications in advance.

Regular Work Hours under the PC-OFF Program

Category Monday ~ Friday Saturday/Sunday

PC turned on 06:00 
PC use not allowed

PC turned off 18:00

EOS Survey Questionnaire

Area Description

Relate to vision, accept and practice core values 

Organizational structure, work process, decision-

making, communication, etc. 

Recruitment, promotion, assessment, 

compensation, training, etc. 

Performance management, organizational 

management, qualification, competence, vision 

setting 

Survival mode, exhaustion mode, performance 

mode, rest mode

Innovation-driven, relationship-driven, 

performance-driven, management-driven 

Job satisfaction, organizational engagement, 

turnover intention 

Vision/value

Organizational 

operation

HR management

Leadership

Employees’ 

emotional status

Perceptions on 

organizational culture

Organizational 

satisfaction index

Operational Guidelines for Staggered Hours

Category  Description  

Choose from type A and type B (possible to 

choose on a daily basis)

-Type A: Arrive at 07:00 and leave at 16:00 

-Type B: Arrive at 09:00 and leave at 18:00

Individually prepare an application for 

staggered hours for electronic approval 

-Make new (or change) application no later 

than one day prior to use  

-Team leader: Discretionary approval by the 

division head, Team member: Discretionary 

approval by the team leader 

Daily/weekly/monthly 

Work 

arrangement

Application 

method

Application 

period
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Home Run Day 

To promote employees’ work-life balance, we designated every 

Wednesday and the second and fourth Fridays as Home Run Day 

to encourage employees to leave office at five p.m. On Home Run 

Day, office dinners, sports events and other team activities are 

prohibited, and walk-around office inspections are made under the 

leadership of the HR Team to establish Home Run Day as part of our 

corporate culture. 

 

Managing employees’ use of annual/monthly leave 

To set the right condition for employees to pursue work-life 

balance, we encourage them to take leave. Office staffs are 

encouraged to take at least one day of annual/monthly leave per 

month, and the rate of taking monthly/annual leave is monitored as 

one of the team-level KPIs. This also applies equally to production 

workers so that they can take monthly/annual leave as they wish as 

long as this does not disrupt our production plans.

Welfare and benefits programs

To support employees’ healthy and stable life, we operate welfare 

and benefits programs spanning tuition, rewards for long-term 

service, health check-ups, and support for family events. Employees 

who have children attending kindergarten, high school or 

university/college are all provided with tuition, and employees who

have been working at PHA for 10 years are eligible for reward 

vacation and grants every five years. We closely take heed of 

employee feedback to reinforce our welfare and benefits that truly 

meet their needs.

Employees Taking Monthly/Annual Leave (unit: %)

Category 2019 2020 2021

Employees who take leave 56 30 38

Flexible work hours

Choose one’s own work hours 

(minimum 4 hours worked/day)

Home Run Day

Leave office at 5 p.m. on Wednesdays 

and Fridays (dinner not provided on 

Wednesday)

Operate the PC-OFF program

Make it mandatory to turn off 

personal computers after 6 p.m.

Monitor work hours

Check hours worked in real time 

(46 hours/week)

Key Work-Life 

Balance Programs

Fully take annual leave

Make it mandatory to take leave 

once a month as one wishes

Take refresh leave 

Take annual leave three consecutive 

times (recommended to do so on a 

half-yearly basis)

Use staggered hours 

Choose when to start and finish work 

(recommended to use at least 3 

times/week)

Key Welfare & Benefits Programs*

Category Description 

*PHA operates welfare & benefits programs for all employees, irrespective of 

their type of employment.

- Provide tuition support for children 

- Provide financial support and supplies for family events 

- Provide resort memberships 

-   Offer gifts on holidays, corporate anniversaries and labor 

union general assemblies 

- Operate commuter buses 

-  Support health check-ups and operate in-house medical 

rooms 

- Operate in-house cafeterias and snack bars 

-  Operate various welfare facilities (gyms, shower rooms, 

rest areas, rooftop gardens, etc.) 

- Reward for long-term service 

- Reward for exemplary employees 

- Best/excellent employee awards 

-  Others (productivity gains, cost savings, injury-free safety, 

proposals, etc.) 

- Monthly/annual leave 

- Summer vacation 

- Reward vacation for long-term employees 

Internal 

welfare

Internal 

rewards

Vacation
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Respecting Employees’ Rights
 

Providing human rights training 

We provide training to help employees become more sensitive 

about human rights. In 2021, the anti-sexual harassment training 

we conducted was completed by 699 employees in total. Going 

forward, we will engage in wide-ranging activities, including 

continued human rights training, for employees to take interest in 

and broaden their understanding on human rights.

Implementing labor-management partnership programs 

We will implement a program between June and November 

2022 in alignment with the government’s labor-management 

partnership support program to take a strategic and flexible 

approach to the shifting business landscape from the mid/long-

term perspective based on win-win partnerships between labor 

and management. This will involve the development of specific 

programs to set common goals and drive labor-management 

activities and strengthen the foundation for a wholesome labor-

management culture.

Conducting human rights surveys 

We have conducted human rights surveys on employees 

and partners to identify the status of human rights across 

our operations and prevent the violation of human rights. 

In 2022, we collected feedback on 10 major human 

rights issues – power harassment as well as compulsory/

child labor and other unjustified labor practices – from 

166 employees who responded to the survey. These 

employees rated the likelihood of human rights violation 

for each issue at 2.2 points on average on a scale of 1 

to 5, which implies ‘moderate’ or ‘not likely’. We also 

collected expectations from stakeholders for human rights 

protection, and this identified their needs for expanding a 

culture of mutual respect and the continued provision of 

human rights training. Such human rights risk assessments 

pave the way to take stock of our human rights 

management and relevant risks, and we will continue with 

regular human rights risk assessments to further advance 

our human rights awareness and create a work culture 

which respects human rights.

Human Rights Survey Questionnaire

Category  Description

1 Power harassment

2 Human rights violation at partners

3 Employment-related discrimination

4  Limitation on the freedom of association and 

collective bargaining

5 Substandard occupational safety management

6 Violation of environmental rights

7  Violation of human rights for foreigners and local 

employees and lack of proper management

8 Unjustified labor practices(forced/child labor, etc.)

9 Violation of human rights of local people

10 Sexual harassment, assault and violence

Specific Labor-Management Partnership Programs

Category Program Method

Labor-management social responsibility 

activities 

-  Volunteer for local vulnerable groups amid 

COVID-19 

- Target members of the Labor Union

Workshop to boost labor-management trust 

and build labor relations 

-  Activities through improved 

communication, special case study lectures, 

etc. 

-  Target standing members, leaders of field-

related teams, and 1 team member

TRUST & NEW PHA

-  Target all union members(production 

workers) 

-  Training on consideration, respect and 

conflict management 

Joint declaration for win-win cooperation 

between contractors and subcontractors 

-  Training on the labor law(recent 

amendments to the labor law, etc.) 

-  Target the CEO of internal subcontractors 

and team leaders from the Production 

Division 

Volunteering1

2

3

4

Workshop

Training

Training, 

discussion
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Operating the Labor Management Council 

Our Labor Management Council serves as a consultative body 

to promote the welfare of employees and sound corporate 

development. The Council consists of four labor and four 

management representatives. Labor representatives are appointed 

by the CEO among those who engage in work for the employer 

in relation to matters that concern the CEO, executive officers and 

workers. The Council meets every three months, and may convene 

extraordinary meetings as needed when either of the labor and 

management representatives requests such meetings. Meetings 

are held when a majority of the labor and management members 

are present, and decisions are made when a 2/3 majority or more 

of the attending members vote for or against. When management 

issues arise, we communicate through the Labor Management 

Council to prevent any misunderstanding between labor and 

management and reach consensus based on long-established trust. 

 

Operating the Grievance Committee 

In accordance with Labor Management Council regulations, we 

operate the Grievance Committee set up to collect and address 

employee grievances. The Committee consists of two members 

representing labor and management, each appointed from labor 

and management members of the Labor Management Council. 

The principle of confidentiality is observed to make sure that 

any secrets or privacy-related matters that were revealed in 

the process of grievance handling are not disclosed. Employees 

may ask for counseling in verbal or written format to Grievance 

Committee members to address their grievances. When a grievance 

is submitted, members of the Committee sincerely review the 

grievance and should notify the action taken and other handling 

outcomes to the concerned employee within 10 days from the 

date of grievance submission. For matters that are difficult to be 

addressed by Committee members, these are referred to the Labor 

Management Council and addressed as such.

Celebrating International Women’s Day 

We celebrate International Women’s Day on March 8 every year to 

provide an open work environment and atmosphere for exceptional 

female employees to unleash their full potential. In 2022, roses 

and gifts were delivered to all incumbent female employees by 

the head of respective divisions. To improve work conditions for 

female employees, we provide parking support for expectant 

mothers and paid menstrual leave. We also abolished discriminatory 

provisions for military service in setting wage levels. As such, we 

remain committed to creating a corporate culture that encourages 

each and every one to reach their potential irrespective of gender 

differences.  

 

Caring for employees with disabilities 

On Day of People with Disabilities celebrated every April 20, we 

extend our encouragement and rewards for employees registered 

for their disability. In 2022, rewards were given to 10 such 

employees to encourage their work motivation and loyalty. We also 

take a universal design1) approach to constructing new buildings 

to make them safely and conveniently accessible by everyone 

including those with disabilities. In building our Hyeonpung Plant, 

we installed ramps for employees or visitors with disabilities to 

access facilities without limitation, and installed doorknobs at lower 

positions to be easily accessible by people with disabilities. We strive 

to create conditions and perceptions that enable people to reach 

their potential irrespective of disability and employees with and 

without disabilities to cooperate. 

1)  Universal design: Design products, facilities, and services to ensure that users 

do not experience any limitation on the grounds of gender, age, disability or 

language barriers

▲ Hyeonpung Plant embracing the universal design approach
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Health and Safety Organizational Structure 

All our employees put safety first in the entire work and 

management .  To effect ive ly advance health and safety 

management, we created the SHE Team as a dedicated health 

and safety organization. Pursuant to Paragraph 2, Article 4 of the 

Enforcement Decree of the Serious Accidents Punishment Act and 

Articles 17 and 18 of the Occupational Safety and Health Act, this 

organization consists of dedicated company-wide health and 

safety personnel and SHE managers. Health and safety managers 

are effectively responsible for all our worksites and have the 

responsibility and authority concerning the entire health and 

safety management of the Company. The dedicated health and 

safety organization is responsible for general health and safety 

management, including the development of policies to prevent 

health and safety hazards and risks, the allocation of professional 

personnel, and budget organization and execution.

Operating the Occupational Health and Safety Committee 

We operate the Occupational Health and Safety Committee which 

consists of the equal number of labor and management members 

to deliberate and decide on occupational health and safety issues 

in accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Act and the 

Serious Accidents Punishment Act. The Committee is co-chaired by 

labor and management representatives, and meets every quarter 

and may hold extraordinary meetings when deemed necessary by 

the Chairs. The Committee deliberates and decides on health and 

safety agenda items such as the development of occupational injury 

prevention plans, health and safety management regulations, the 

development of health and safety standards and rules, and health 

and safety training. Meeting outcomes are communicated to all 

employees through in-house broadcasts and postings as well as 

regular meetings. 

Health and Safety Management System

We remain certified under the ISO 45001 international health 

and safety management system certification for all our domestic 

operations and key overseas manufacturing sites to abide by health 

and safety laws, prevent fatal injuries and reduce injuries to zero 

in the workplace. In 2021, we created the SHE Team to respond 

to the Serious Accidents Punishment Act and ensure professional 

health and safety management, and separated health and safety 

operations that were previously the responsibility of the Labor & 

Support Team to bolster our health and safety management system.  

We also appoint our CEO as the health and safety management 

officer while setting health and safety targets concerning 

injuries that occur for every 1,000 employees per year and fatal 

occupational injuries and implementing company-wide activities 

for safety checks, trainings and exercises. Since July 2006, no single 

injury has occurred at PHA, and we have been advancing the 

health and safety management system of our overseas subsidiaries 

to reach the level of our domestic operations since 2020. We will 

continuously align our health and safety management system to 

abide by regulatory amendments and enactments that are made in 

line with domestic and overseas conditions.  

Health and Safety

Health and safety management 

officer (CEO)

Dedicated health and safety 

organization (SHE Team)

Dedicated personnel (team leader)

Dedicated personnel (team members)

Safety manager (HQ)

Health manager (HQ)

Company-wide management 

(control tower)

Company-wide management 

(control tower)

HQ organization 

(health and safety)

Occupational Health and 

Safety Committee

▲ ISO 45001 certificate

Health and Safety 

Organizational Chart
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Health and Safety Risk Management 
 

Assessing health and safety risks 

We identify workplace hazard and risk factors that may occur in 

the course of business conduct according to our risk assessment 

management regulations, and take risk mitigation measures by 

assessing the possibility (frequency) and significance (intensity) 

of injuries or illnesses that could be caused by such factors. The 

risk assessment organization consists of at least two members 

including a management supervisor and a safety manager of the 

concerned team/group, and all employees from the concerned 

work and processes participate in conducting assessments. Regular 

risk assessments are made each year on the activities, facilities, 

processes, and health and hygiene factors of all parts in our 

workplace. Risk assessments are also mandated when changes 

occur such as the introduction of new facilities or processes, the 

construction or remodeling of buildings, and change of raw/

subsidiary materials.  

Selecting qualified health and safety subcontractors 

We assess subcontractors, service providers and outsourcing 

companies for their competence and technology to prevent 

occupational injuries in accordance with our health and safety 

subcontractor selection regulations. In the event that subcontractors 

selected (contracted out) as qualified based on assessment results 

are found to be substandard later on, we ensure that they develop 

independent improvement plans and supplement their safety 

management operations.  

 

Health and safety checks 

We conduct regular and ad-hoc safety checks to prevent potential 

injuries and provide a pleasant work environment. Based on results, 

the concerned team leader, safety managers and health managers 

closely examine the causes of specific issues, develop improvement 

measures and confirm whether corrective action was taken. To 

prevent the reoccurrence of specific issues, firefighting training and 

health and safety training is provided simultaneously, and special 

safety checks are performed pursuant to the Occupational Safety 

and Health Act. In March 2022, we performed joint health and 

safety checks on the Waegwan Plant, and installed no-trespassing 

signs and provided training to workers to address the potential risks 

identified through safety checks.

Health and Safety Risk Assessment Process

Prepare

Develop risk assessment regulations, select 

assessment targets, and collect materials 

required for assessment

Identify hazard 

and risk factors

Identify hazard and risk factors in the 

workplace by conducting walk-around 

inspections and using the health and safety 

checklist

Estimate 

risks

Calculate the scale of risks by estimating 

their possibility and significance that such 

hazard and risk factors may lead to injuries 

or illnesses

Determine 

risks

Determine whether the estimated scale of risks 

is acceptable by comparing risk estimation 

results and the acceptable level of risks set by 

worksites for each hazard and risk factor

Develop and 

implement risk 

mitigation measures

Develop and implement measures to reduce 

risks identified as unacceptable as a result 

of risk determination to the lowest possible 

level

01

02

03

04

05

▲ Installing no trespassing signs

Types of Health and Safety Checks

*Special checks are made when introducing new machines/instruments, changing 

the process layout, and encountering natural disasters – typhoons or heavy 

rainfalls.

Daily check

(twice or more/day)

Weekly check

(weekly)

Legally mandatory 

regular check

(according to 

applicable laws)

Semiannual check

(semiannual)

Special check*

(when issues occur)

Internal check on 

machines and 

instruments identified 

as high risk by law

(according to annual plans)
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Internalizing a Health and Safety Culture 

Health and safety training for employees 

We provide health and safety training to employees in conformity 

with the Occupational Safety and Health Act to protect them from 

the risk of occupational injuries and better prevent occupational 

accidents. In January 2022, we conducted company-wide training 

on the key details of the Serious Accidents Punishment Act and 

necessary health and safety improvements. Re-training is provided 

to employees who could not attend such training, and employees 

are required to prepare health and safety reports following training 

and submit them to responsible executives in the support division. 

In addition, we publish monthly newsletters communicating 

occupational safety trends, major illnesses, and other health and 

safety information to raise employees’ health and safety awareness.  

Day of Safety Check   

We designate the fourth day of each month as Day of Safety 

Check. To help all employees recognize the importance of SHE and 

preemptively respond to potential accidents, we engage in division-

specific walk-around on-site inspections, joint labor-management 

checks on basic safety discipline, rallies to commit to achieving 

zero injuries, and safety campaigns. We will implement diverse 

awareness building activities to weave a health and safety culture 

into our distinctive corporate culture.  

Supporting employees with health check-ups 

To help employees promptly identify work-induced personal 

illnesses, work-related illnesses and work-related health disorders 

and maintain and manage their health, we developed health 

check-up management guidelines and provide health check-ups 

accordingly. Each year, we identify check-up items with employees 

subject to such check-ups according to annual health check-up 

plans, and provide check-ups in partnership with health check-up 

service providers. Based on check-up results, professional health 

counseling is provided, and follow-up management or action taken 

for follow-up management is reported to the Ministry of Labor and 

Employment when deemed necessary.

Supporting partners with safety and firefighting 

management 

To pursue shared growth with partners, we assist them in 

developing safety and firefighting management operational plans 

and improving on overall occupational safety risks. In 2021, we 

provided inspection guides to 45 key partners so that they could 

independently perform safety and firefighting checks, and required 

that they submit occupational injury confirmations to monitor their 

safety and firefighting operations. We also hosted online safety and 

firefighting seminars to share inspection results and occupational 

safety trends with partners. We chose four partners who were 

relatively vulnerable to occupational injuries among partners who 

participated in self-initiated checks and conducted field-driven 

safety checks in conjunction with experts to help them prevent fatal 

injuries.

Health and Safety Training

Category Target Training Hour

General training for  
All employees

 2 hours or 

employees   more/month

Training for new hires 
 

New hires 
 8 hours when

  joining the Company

Training for Group leaders and 

management  production-related team  16 hours/year

supervisors  leaders 

Training on change in  
Relevant workers  16 hours

work descriptions

Special health and  
Relevant workers 8 hours

safety training 

◀ 

Joint labor-management 

checks on basic safety 

discipline

Type of Health Check-up Support

Category Description

Provided for new hires prior to their 

assignment 

National check-up (once/year)

For 35 and older (once/every two years)

Epigastrium sonogram

For employees newly assigned to processes 

generating noise, requiring night work or 

handling harmful substances 

For employees engaging in processes 

requiring special check-ups 

Provided when deemed necessary to 

protect the health of employees 

Recruitment health check-up

General health check-up

Ultrasound health check-up

Health check-up prior to 

and following assignment

Special health check-up

Temporary health check-up

Comprehensive health check-up
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COMMUNITY
Leader Building Win-Win Partnerships with Stakeholders

BACKGROUND
Businesses face the growing demand to fulfill social responsibility towards stakeholders including partners and local communities. For a 

company to exist and prosper, it is critical that the company pursues win-win partnerships with stakeholders by promoting shared growth 

with partners, assisting partners with risk management and improvement, and undertaking CSR programs for the underprivileged.

PHA’S APPROACH 
We are laying the basis to advance ESG issue management for partners to build a sustainable supply chain, and strive to fulfill our responsibility 

across the whole of our value chain by supporting partners with technology, financing and quality certification. As a leading automotive parts 

maker in the Daegu area, we sponsor the PHC Great Tree Welfare Foundation of our holding company PHC Group, provide local scholarships, 

and support social welfare foundations and car sharing, contributing to the creation of social value in the process. 

KEY PERFORMANCES 

Financing support for partners

275.5 billion KRW

CSR expenditure

150 million   KRW

Support partners with quality 

certification follow-up assessments

43 companies

Employees joining CSR programs

123 persons

8.3.   Support productive activities, decent job creation, creativity and innovation, and encourage 

the formalization and growth of micro-, small-and medium-sized enterprises 

17.16.   Enhance the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development to mobilize and share 

knowledge, expertise, technology and resources

Link to UN SDGs Material Topic   

#2 Partner management
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Partner 

Management

Shared Growth with Partners

Supply chain management system 

With the belief that quality is the lifeblood of PHA, all our employees and partners are aligned to the quality goal of 

achieving zero PPM1). In 2021, we newly defined our mid/long-term strategy under the vision of establishing global 

competitiveness through strategic purchasing, and set KPIs to bolster our sustainable supply chain management. We 

are expanding our activities for respective support areas to provide practical assistance that meet the needs of field 

operations, and continue to pursue win-win cooperation with partners to secure competitive technology and quality. 

1)  PPM (Parts Per Million): A quality measurement unit which refers to the ratio of defective products out of total. Generally, quality is 

managed against the threshold of 6 sigma or 3.4 PPM. This means 3.4 defects occur for every one million products and is considered a 

significantly high level of quality management.

Shared Growth

Activity Network reinforcement Monitoring

Operate

the Commission 

for Corporate 

Partnership

Operate

the Supplier 

Association

Operate

partner

networking

meetings

Conduct

ethical

management

surveys

Support

financing

at a cost/free

of cost

Jointly

develop

new

technology

Provide

capacity

building

training

Conduct

regular

partner

assessments

Financing

support

Technology 

support

Competitiveness

enhancement

Vision

Mid/long-term Key 

Strategic Direction

Establish global competitiveness through strategic purchasing 

(establish robust purchasing competitiveness to respond to the evolving technology 

landscape and cost competition)

Align a new 

technology supply 

system

Ensure strategic partner 

management

(introduce environmental/

social risk assessments for 

partners)

Realign our purchasing

organization and process

(Expand environmental/

social issue assessments in

selecting partners)

Advance our

purchasing system

KPI
Category Unit 2021 2022 Target 2025 Target

Partners who received ESG assessments % 0 2 30

ESG training and other ESG capacity building programs

provided to partners 
% 15 30 50

Working-level purchasing personnel who received training

on sustainable procurement 
% 0 5 50
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Identifying and assessing new partners

We comprehensively assess partners for their technology, quality, 

development, cooperation, and management competence in 

accordance with partner selection and management regulations 

to identify reliable and competitive new partners. New partners 

are identified through the partner self-registration section of 

our website, exhibitions and stakeholder recommendations, and 

the most qualified ones are selected through basic and in-depth 

assessments in consideration of parts-specific characteristics.

For SQ1) partners, we verify their achievement of such quality 

certifications as ISO 9001 and IATF 16949 to establish the 

credibility of quality certifications. In-depth assessments include ESG 

management items such as environmental pollution minimization 

and health and safety management in addition to the basic 

assessment items that mainly focus on general overview and field 

management. By upgrading our partner assessment system as such, 

we better distinguish partners in the selection process and discover 

high-performing partners. Assessment results support our efforts to 

preemptively respond to emerging technologies and select highly 

competent companies and register them as potential partners.

1) SQ business: Injection, welding, casting/forging, heat treatment, processing, 

press, etc.

HIGHLIGHT

Restructuring our parts sourcing system

We have restructured our parts sourcing system to 

elevate our parts competitiveness. This involved the 

segmentation of the previous system into injection, press 

and electronics to create four large, 25 medium and 64 

small classifications, and 64 sourcing groups defined as 

such were evaluated for their strategic importance and 

supply market risks. Each group was categorized based 

on the four factors of strategy, competition, management 

and general items in consideration of their strategic 

characteristics, and intensive management follows to 

lower supply market risks in line with type-specific 

characteristics. To advance our parts sourcing system, we 

will monitor changes in the defined sourcing groups and 

create a database out of collected information.

New Partner Identification and Assessment

Basic Partner Assessment In-depth Partner Assessment

Classification of the Parts Sourcing System by Strategic 

Characteristics

Supply Market Risk 

HIGH

HIGHLOW

Stra
te

g
ic Im

p
o

rta
n

ce

Competitive items (24 items)

Goal: Optimal quality, cost saving

Strategic items (22 items)

Goal: Optimal quality, timely 

procurement

General items (7 items)

Goal: Cost saving

Management items (11 items)

Goal: Reliable supply, cost saving

Stipulate that companies who fail to meet essential requirements in terms 
of financial status, track records, and quality certification are not allowed 
to register

Assessment Item

Financial status

Track records

Quality 
certification

-Stayed in business for 3 years and longer since incorporation
-Have transaction records with industry peers

-For SQ partners, achieve quality certifications such as 
ISO 9001 and IATF 16949

-B or above in credit rating
- If credit ratings are not available, 50% and above in 

liquidity ratio and 300% and below in debt-to-equity 
ration

Criteria Assessment Item Criteria

Add ESG management items to prevent risks in addition to the existing 
assessment items that focus on general overview and field management

Business 
environment

Environment
/safety/health

Development 
competence

Production 
capacity

Quality 
competence

General 
overview

Management assessment, cost management, labor 
relations

Environmental awareness, regulatory compliance, health/
safety assessment

Technology competence, drawing management, 
outsourcing company management

Product/facility/work management, finished product 
management

Quality management, delivery, inspection facility, response 
to delivery requirements

Credit rating, ethical management, certification
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Establishing guidelines on transactions with partners

To establish transparent and reasonable transaction practices 

with partners and prevent internal/external risks, we stipulated 

guidelines on transactions with partners in February 2022. These 

guidelines present basic business procedures on profile information 

input and the bidding process as well as matters that require 

partners’ compliance concerning quality, delivery, SHE, and ethical 

management. In specifying partners’ compliance in fulfilling 

environmental and social responsibility, these transaction guidelines 

serve to promote sustainable mutually-beneficial relationships with 

partners.

Bolstering the partner assessment system

We have upgraded our year-round and regular assessments 

to help partners elevate their competitiveness. Year-round 

assessments target qualified partners and incumbent partners 

to better distinguish competent partners and select competitive 

partners with mass-production capacity. The assessment cycle was 

revised into a quarterly one and latest data on management, quality, 

delivery, technology competence and bidding prices were included 

in the assessment scope to further differentiate partners based on 

their scores. Regular assessments are made on partners currently 

doing business with us to encourage their internal improvement 

activities. These annual assessments cover field-focused items 

concerning management, quality, delivery, technology, cooperation, 

and sustainability, and introduced incentives and penalties for 

participating in new development projects according to the grades 

given. In addition, we distribute the internal health, safety and 

firefighting checklist to partners to help them manage health & 

safety, waste, air quality and other environmental considerations.

HIGHLIGHT

Conducting environmental assessments on 

partners

In conformity with the nation’s Environmental Law and the 

Chemicals Control Act, we conduct annual environmental 

assessments on partners that operate plating plants and 

provide improvement guidance. Our safety managers and 

environmental managers pay on-site visits to perform 

checks on plating, chemicals, air quality, water quality 

and waste based on the internal checklist. In 2021, such 

assessments were made on one partner operating its own 

plating plant across 23 items. This involved the confirmation 

of improvements made based on the recommendations 

we presented in 2020 through environmental assessments, 

and the intensive reviews performed on compliance with 

regulatory obligations and the status of its chemical storage 

facility for the year 2021. It was revealed that the partner’s 

score rose from 91 points in 2020 to 96 points in 2021. 

We will continue to cooperate with partners to help them 

abide by environmental regulations and ensure workplace 

safety.

Partner selection and contract signing

Registration and assessment (basic/in-depth)

Incumbent 

partner

Qualified partner

Potential partner

Year-round assessment Regular assessment

New partner assessment

Partner Assessment System

1) MSDS: Material Safety Data Sheet used to document information 

necessary for the safe use and management of chemical substances

Environmental Assessment Indexes

Category Review Index

Appropriateness of the plating process facility 

Building materials, firefighting facilities, fire detectors, 

emergency facilities, medicine storage facilities, 

ventilation facilities 

Legal compliance of chemical handling facilities 

Approval and training on the use of chemicals, 

chemicals lists, MSDS1), indoor storage facilities, storage 

facilities, handling management 

Legal compliance of atmospheric emission facilities 

Approvals, status of atmospheric control facilities, 

self-directed measurements, operational logs, legally 

mandatory training

Legal compliance of wastewater discharge facilities 

Approvals, status of wastewater discharge facilities, 

self-directed measurements, operational logs, legally 

mandatory training 

Legal compliance of waste treatment 

Waste approvals, management ledgers, Allbaro 

system use, status of treatment/storage facilities 

Plating

Chemicals

Air

Water

Waste
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Fair Trade with Partners

Preventing unfair transactions concerning subcontracting

To prevent unfair transactions made in relation to subcontracting, 

we have stipulated subcontracting regulations and communicate 

issues requiring compliance with these regulations to partners. In the 

event that our employees fail to comply with internal regulations 

such as ethical management guidelines and ethical business 

conduct guides, they are subject to HR-related disadvantages 

according to our disciplinary regulations. If transactions are entered 

into in an illegal or unethical manner including but not limited 

to taking bribes from partners or power harassment occurs for 

partners, whistleblowing reports can be submitted to our Cyber 

Whistleblowing channel* or our ethical management personnel 

through e-mail or post.

* PHA(website)>Sustainability>Ethics and Compliance>Cyber Whistleblowing 

Channel

Conflict Mineral Management  

PHA bans the use of conflict minerals1) that are unethically mined 

or traded in conflict areas and will actively join in the international 

efforts to promote responsible minerals sourcing. We have 

established conflict mineral management plans which cover 

the collection of the CMRT/CRT2) prepared by partners and the 

publication of conflict mineral reports. These plans will guide our 

commitment to laying a stronger foundation for conflict mineral 

management to bring a flourishing future for those living in conflict 

areas  and protect the environment. 

1)  Conflict minerals: Minerals (3TG: tin, tantalum, tungsten and gold) mined in 

conflict-affected areas including 10 countries in Africa (Democratic Republic of 

the Congo and its adjoining countries), along with cobalt that has been recently 

added in the scope of responsible minerals sourcing

2)  CMRT (Conflict Minerals Reporting Template) / CRT (Cobalt Reporting 

Template): Reporting templates used to verify the use of conflict minerals and 

cobalt

HIGHLIGHT

Conducting ethical management surveys on partners 

We have conducted ethical management surveys since 2021 to take stock of ethical management practiced by our incumbent partners 

and strengthen our cooperation with partners. The questionnaire which consists of 19 questions across four areas was distributed and 

responses were collected anonymously. In 2021, 65 partners responded to the survey. Survey results will base our efforts to make 

improvements, and such surveys will be conducted on an annual basis to collect grievances and feedback from partners.

Category

Description

Survey 

Response

Written document issuance/

management intervention 

(8 questions)

Payment 

(4 questions)

Unfair practices 

(6 questions)

Other

(1 questions)

Obligation to issue documents, 

delivery, partner selection, 

request for management

/technology materials

On-time payment, delays, 

types of delay, reasons

Power harassment/unfair 

practices, bribe request

Improvement

/suggestion

Positive response 

78%
Positive response 

85%
Positive response 

99%

Increase information sharing 

through regular networking events, 

comply with the warehousing 

process, secure stable volumes

Conflict Mineral Management Implementation Plan

2022 

-  Develop a conflict mineral policy 

-  Collect the responsible mineral sourcing 

pledges signed by partners 

-  Produce and communicate guidelines for 

partners specifying conflict minerals and 

their management 

2023 

-  Implement awareness building activities 

for partners 

  └ Conduct presentations and trainings 

-  Collect the CMRT/CRT prepared by 

partners and verify risks 

- Publish conflict mineral reports  

2024~ 

-  Provide partner trainings and 

continue to conduct surveys (CMRT/

CRT) 
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Signing the fair trade agreement 

We prepare the ‘standard memorandum of understanding on 

fair trade and shared growth’ and sign the fair trade agreement. 

Implementation plans are developed for contractual fairness, 

prevention of legal non-compliance and efforts for legal 

compliance, and win-win partnership support, and the agreement 

remains valid for one year since the date of signing. When the 

agreement is expired, annual renewals are made available through 

consultations with the Korea Fair Trade Commission. In 2021, we 

signed the fair trade agreement with 58 partners to strengthen the 

transparency and fairness of our transactional relationships. 

 

Operating the internal Deliberation Committee 

We operate the Deliberation Committee to review the fairness 

and legal compliance of subcontracting transactions entered into 

among partners. The Committee consists of the Chair(head of 

the Purchasing Division), members(head of the Development/

Production/Quality/Finance/Management Support Divisions), and 

the assistant administrator(leader of the Purchasing Planning Team). 

When agenda items require technological and other expertise for 

deliberation, heads of relevant divisions or team leaders join the 

Committee as members. 

The Deliberation Committee meets every quarter in principle, and 

its convening and proceedings are supervised by the assistant 

administrator. Committee members may either agree or disagree 

with the agenda items proposed, and decisions are made by a 

majority of the attending members voting for or against. The 

assistant administrator compiles deliberation outcomes and 

communicates them to Committee members following internal 

reporting so that necessary action can be taken. Documents related 

to deliberation results and actions taken are retained for three years 

following the completion of deliberations.

Dispute Settlement process

When disputes occur in relation to subcontracting transactions 

entered into with partners, this could trigger the dispute settlement 

process. The Ethical Management & Shared Growth section of the 

SRM, our purchasing system, receives dispute settlement requests, 

and they are communicated to the partner and the department 

involved in the dispute and to our internal Deliberation Committee. 

The Committee deliberates on the mediation of disputes and 

requests relevant documents to investigate into factual grounds. 

When necessary, the presence of concerned parties could be 

requested, and the settlement process comes to an end when both 

parties reach an agreement in the course of dispute settlement. If 

concerned parties refuse to accept mediation proposals, this could 

be elevated to the Korea Fair Trade Commission and referred to the 

Subcontract Dispute Mediation Councils.

Dispute Settlement Process

Settlement request 

(partner)

Request submitted and notified 

(ethical management-reporting)

Investigate into factual grounds

(internal Deliberation Committee)

Deliberate and decide

(internal Deliberation Committee)

Review settlement proposals

(internal Deliberation 

Committee)

Settlement proposals not 
presented

(refusal of attendance)

Settlement 
reached

Settlement 

not reached

Settlement process closed

Organizational Chart of the Internal Deliberation Committee

Committee Member Assistant Administrator

Chair (Head of the Purchasing Division)

Head of the Development Division 

Head of the Production Division

Head of the Quality Division

Head of the Finance Division

Head of the Management Support Division

Leader of the Purchasing Planning Team
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Win-Win Partnership Support for Partners

Financing support for partners

To pursue win-win cooperation with partners, we operate financing 

(funding) support programs for their financial soundness. When a 

partner requests financing support, its application is submitted to 

DGB Daegu Bank through internal deliberation, and upon approval, 

we provide up to KRW 7.2 billion to the partner. We also support 

investments either at a cost or without cost made by partners in 

their molding or other facilities for the purpose of meeting our 

needs. For at-a-cost support, this is made available when early 

payments should be made to purchase materials or emergency 

funding needs arise. In 2021, at-a-cost support valued at KRW 1.37 

billion was provided to six partners. In addition, KRW 4.71 billion 

was provided to 21 partners to promote win-win cooperation.

Support for partners with credit rating assessment and 

financial soundness 

To preemptively respond to supply chain risks and help partners 

ensure their financial soundness, we review all our partners 

supplying parts for their distribution of credit ratings, growth 

potential, profitability and reliability. When a partner is believed 

to carry management risks for its low credit ratings, we perform 

internal credit rating and purchasing assessments to help the 

company improve its financial soundness. With the partner’s 

consent, we perform on-site reviews in the presence of credit rating 

agencies to investigate into reasons behind poor finances and offer 

advice to help eliminate waste factors.

Technology support for partners 

We host regular partner cooperation meetings attended by the 

CEOs of partners to help them resolve difficulties concerning 

technology development and certification among others. This serves 

to introduce new technology and products and make joint patent 

applications for the new technologies developed in cooperation 

with partners. We also share technical materials on new vehicle 

models, and provide support for QMS (Quality Management 

System) upgrades, SQ (Supplier Quality) certification upgrades, and 

quality certification audits to help partners bolster their quality. 

For partners having difficulties with quality, we separately conduct 

reviews and develop measures to assist them in improving on 

quality issues.

Follow-up assessment for quality certifications 

We assist partners in performing follow-up assessments for 

car OEMs’ quality certifications to comply with the purchasing/

quality policies of customers and cater to their requirements. These 

assessments are hosted by customers and supervised by PHA, and 

we extend cooperation so that our partners achieve certifications 

above the set level in accordance with customers’ assessment 

criteria and grading systems. To ensure reliable quality, partners 

who did not receive assessments are subject to disadvantages 

including limitations in winning contracts and ban on transactions. 

In 2021, these follow-up assessments were made on 43 partners, 

and all of them successfully cleared quality certification assessments. 

We will continue to cooperate with partners to help elevate their 

quality.

Financing Support Provided to Partners in 2021

Category Support Case Support Amount

Win-win financing  21 cases KRW 4.71 billion

support (21 companies)

Investment support  9 cases KRW 1.37 billion

at a cost (6 companies)

Investment support  12 cases KRW 21.47 billion

without cost

Total  21 cases  KRW 27.55 billion

Technology development 

support provided to partners 724 cases 
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Supporting partners with capacity building to respond to 

social issues 

We assisted partners with capacity building prior to the enforcement 

of such key legislations as the 52-hour workweek system and the 

Serious Accidents Punishment Act. In 2021, labor attorneys were 

invited to give special lectures to respond to the 52-hour workweek 

system to guide partners of necessary preparations and ways to 

address relevant issues. To help respond to the Serious Accidents 

Punishment Act, we distributed assessment sheets and manuals for 

partners to independently review their health and safety operations. 

We also conducted reviewed in conjunction with professionals for 

17 partners to assess their labor, safety and firefighting conditions 

and help make health and safety improvements. 

 

Job competency training for partners (PHA Academy) 

We operate the PHA Academy as an internal training program 

for partner employees to develop their job competency. In-house 

lecturers conduct field-focused on/offline training on the technical 

knowledge and know-how required for business conduct. Each 

session opens for 20 applicants, and six courses were launched on 

R&D, quality, logistics and finance and attended by 20 participants 

in total in 2021.

▲ PHA Academy (offline training)

HIGHLIGHT

Advanced courses for partners provided in 

partnership with local universities 

PHC Group including PHA as its member, signed an 

MOU with the Industry-Academia Cooperation Group 

at Yeungnam University to improve job competency of 

workers at automotive parts makers in January 2022, and 

developed advanced courses for partners with an aim 

to elevate technology expertise and business knowledge 

for their employees as well as Group employees. Surveys 

were conducted to identify the needs of potential trainees 

to provide customized training for partners, and eight 

courses covering automotive overview, quality certification, 

production management and other topics were finalized 

based on survey results. These courses are operated by 

Yeungnam University to ensure their professionalism 

and effectiveness, and each course will accommodate 20 

students and focus on practices and case studies.  

The MOU has paved the way for Yeungnam University, 

an educational institution specializing in job competency 

development, and PHC Group, a leading automotive parts 

company in the region, cooperate to nurture globally 

competitive talent. Going forward, we will provide high-

quality training for mutual development to strengthen 

technology competitiveness and drive the evolution of the 

local automotive parts manufacturing industry.

▲ Industry-Academia MOU signing between PHC and Yeungnam 

University
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Cooperation meeting with suppliers 

We operate regular cooperation meetings attended by the CEOs 

of partners twice a year to reach out closer to key partners and 

provide necessary support. General, press and surface treatment 

subcommittees were created by type of business and networking 

events are held at the subcommittee level while sharing 

subcommittee-specific best practices and improvements made 

and making on-site tours. Free discussions are arranged at each 

meeting for the development of subcommittees to collect ideas 

and suggestions and integrate them into our daily operations. 

In alignment with these meetings, we also host seminars to gain 

valuable business insights and improve organizational management 

capabilities.

Networking events with partners 

We operate networking events on an annual basis with 

approximately 68 partners in addition to cooperation meetings. 

Each year, top-performing partners are awarded and information is 

shared on the global automotive market and emerging technology 

trends. These events also serve to collect feedback from partners to 

reflect them into day-to-day work to lay a stronger basis for win-

win partnerships.

▲ Subcommittee networking events held as part of the cooperation meetings 

with partners

▲ Networking event with partners (online)

▲ On-site tour made as part of the subcommittee networking events
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PHC Great Tree Welfare Foundation 
 

PHC’s Great Tree Welfare Foundation was established in 2008 

as a social welfare corporation for PHC Group to fulfill its social 

responsibility and give back to society. The foundation develops 

and implements plans for PHA, PHC Valeo and Valeo Kapec to 

undertake Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities in a more 

systemic and organized way. With a goal of extending support to 

the underprivileged to truly meet their needs, the foundation is 

committed to nurturing future talent and assisting welfare facilities. 

To nurture future leaders, scholarship support is provided to 

financially-challenged students to help them focus on their study. 

Welfare facility support involves wide-ranging welfare support 

programs for children, people with disabilities, multicultural families, 

and seniors, and aims to fulfill corporate social responsibility and 

advance value management to create a welfare society in its truest 

sense.

CSR Program 
 

Hope Plus 

Since September 2017, we have implemented Hope Plus as a 

matching grant program. Under this program, employees donate 

a set amount of their monthly wage and the Company provides 

grants in proportion to the donations made to raise funds for CSR 

activities. As of December 2021, 15% of our employees joined 

the Hope Plus program, and the funds raised go to the ChildFund 

Korea and finance internal volunteer activities. Detailed information 

on the funds raised and their expenditures are made available 

transparently to donators through post or individual texts each year.  

Sponsorship for local communities 

According to our annual CSR expenditure plan, we donate to the 

PHC Great Tree Welfare Foundation each quarter and make in-

kind donations to local welfare facilities. In 2021, we provided food 

and face masks among others to vulnerable seniors, and books 

and reading desks to children and teens. In partnership with local 

communities, we will remain committed to offer much-needed 

support in a timely manner.

Corporate Social Responsibility

Matching Grant Mechanism

Employees PHA Funds Raised

100% 100%

CSR Expenditures in 2021

Category Value (KRW 1,000) Percentage (%)

Hope Plus  
15,440

  
10

(corporate donations)

In-kind donations  117,060  78

Volunteering  17,500  12

Total  150,000  100

Key Program Areas

Scholarship

Provide scholarships to students at middle/high school 

and university in Daegu chosen for their exemplary 

personality and conduct and future potential

Support for welfare facilities

Support social welfare facility corporations established 

pursuant to the Social Welfare Services Act 

Free meals and life support

Provide free meals and living expense support to 

low-income groups and seniors living alone
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Operating an executive volunteer group

We operate an executive volunteer group joined by all our 18 

executives in Korea to take the lead in undertaking CSR activities 

and establish a culture of fulfilling social responsibility. Each group 

consists of six to seven executives to provide meals in place of soup 

kitchens: they package and serve food for low-income seniors 

in local communities who often find it difficult to physically visit 

soup kitchens. By implementing CSR activities at all levels including 

executives, we will continue to contribute to our local communities.  

Employee volunteering 

We team up with local community welfare centers to plan necessary 

volunteer activities and provide employees with an opportunity 

to contribute. These activities are undertaken in in-person format 

in principle, and involve serving free meals for seniors living alone, 

environmental clean-ups, and blood donation campaigns each 

year. In 2021, virtual activities were implemented amid the spread 

of COVID-19: employees made mood lights, pop-up books, mask 

lanyards, and photo frames and delivered them to vulnerable 

children and seniors through welfare centers. As governmental 

COVID-19 guidelines ease, we will implement both in-person and 

virtual volunteering and will supplement such activities by giving 

employee families an opportunity to join.  

▲ Executive volunteers

▲ In-person volunteering to provide free meals to seniors

▲ Blood donation campaign

▲ Making mood lights out of acrylics ▲ Making pop-up books with family members
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GOVERNANCE
Leader Recognized for Fairness and Transparency

BACKGROUND
Maintaining ethical and transparent governance is the most fundamental responsibility for any company. As non-financial value takes 

prominence recently, this further underscores the importance of ethical management. A variety of domestic and international business cases 

testify to the fact even the most stellar business performance pales before unethical business practices and unfair governance and such 

unjustified practices give rise to social criticism, which makes governance risk management an essential consideration.  

PHA’S APPROACH 
We have stipulated the code of ethics and ethical management guidelines to serve as the standard of conduct to follow in our entire business 

operations with an aim to establish fair and transparent governance and build trust with stakeholders. Furthermore, we joined the UN Global 

Compact in June 2022 to internally and externally commit ourselves to transparent and ethical management in the four areas of human rights, 

labor, environment and anti-corruption.

KEY PERFORMANCES

Percentage of outside directors 

at the Board

50%

Audit Committee meetings held

5 times

Information security incidents

ZeroPercentage of employees who 

completed ethics training

100%

16.3.  Promote the rule of law and ensure equal access to justice for all

16.5.  Substantially reduce corruption and bribery in all their forms

16.6.  Develop effective, accountable and transparent institutions at all levels

Link to UN SDGs Material Topic   

#5 Ethics and anti-corruption
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Operating the Board of Directors 
 

Composition of the Board 

The Board of Directors serves as our highest decision-making body, 

and the Board consists of directors including outside directors and 

non-executive directors. The Board is chaired by the CEO of the 

Company in consideration of career and expertise in the automotive 

industry. In the event the CEO is not able to perform his/her duties 

as the Chair, such duties are assumed by directors in the set order 

of the Vice President, Senior Managing Director, Managing Director, 

and directors designated by the CEO. As of March 2022, the Board 

was composed of three inside directors and three outside directors. 

The Board meets monthly on a regular basis, and may convene 

extraordinary meetings as needed. Decisions are made with a 

majority of the Board members present and a majority of the 

attending directors voting for or against.

Independence of the Board 

As specified in the Articles of Incorporation, we appoint directors at 

the general meeting of shareholders. While appointment decisions 

are made with a majority of the attending shareholders voting 

for or against, such decisions require 1/4 or more of the total 

shares outstanding to ensure the independence of the director 

appointment process. Director candidates are nominated by the 

Board and appointed at the general meeting of shareholders. 

When shareholder proposals are made for director appointment in 

compliance with applicable laws, the Board places such proposals 

as the agenda for the general meeting of shareholders within the 

legally permissible boundary. We ensure that outside directors 

account for 1/4 or more of total directors to guarantee the 

independence of the Board.  

 

Expertise of the Board 

We have created a supporting organization for outside directors 

to perform their professional duties at the Board. Materials are 

provided in advance so that outside directors may fully review them 

prior to Board meetings, and in-person briefings are made when 

necessary. In addition, information is provided on an on-going 

basis for key internal pending issues. In March 2021, three outside 

directors received training on the Company’s business and products. 

Outside directors are chosen for their expertise on corporate 

accounting, tax, economics and finance to ensure the competent 

operation of the Board.

Governance

Board Operations

(unit: No. of meetings, %)

2020

20

2021

15

2019

22

Board meetings held

2020

87

2021

89

2019

93

Total director 

attendance

2020

73

2021

78

2019

88

Attendance of outside 

directors

Composition of the Board (as of the end of March 2022)

Director Name Date of Inauguration Termination of Tenure Note

 Hur, Seong-Hyun  Mar. 29, 2022  Mar. 29, 2025  Appointed at the regular

Inside director Kim, Do-Yeon Mar. 29, 2022  Mar. 29, 2025  general meeting of shareholders on

 Kang, Min-Bong Mar. 29, 2022  Mar. 29, 2025  Mar. 29, 2022

 Chu, Kyo-Won Mar. 24, 2020 Mar. 24, 2023 Chair of the Audit Committee

Outside director Lee, Gyu-Sic Mar. 24, 2020 Mar. 24, 2023 Member of the Audit Committee

 Kwon, Won-Soon  Mar. 24, 2020 Mar. 24, 2023 Member of the Audit Committee
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Audit Committee 
 

PHA may set up various committees under the Board as stipulated in 

the Articles of Incorporation to ensure swift and efficient decision-

making. The Audit Committee has been up and running under 

the Board since March 28, 2017, and the Committee is exclusively 

composed of outside directors. At PHA, audit work is performed 

in accordance with the Audit Committee regulations which 

defines the composition, operation, powers and responsibilities 

of the Committee pursuant to applicable laws and the Articles of 

Incorporation. The Committee met five times in 2021 to review the 

internal accounting control system and improve the transparency of 

accounting operations. In November 2021, three Audit Committee 

members received introductory and refresher training. To ensure 

the efficient operation of the Committee, the Internal Control over 

Financial Reporting (ICFR) Team provides support in relation to 

Committee meeting preparations and operations, training, and 

information on the Company’s key pending issues.

Shareholder Friendly Operation 

We adopted electronic voting through the decision made by 

the Board concerning shareholders’ exercise of voting rights in 

March 2021, and have implemented electronic voting since the 

36th regular general meeting of shareholders. The electronic 

option of exercising shareholders’ voting rights was specified in the 

notice of convocation of the general meeting of shareholders, and 

shareholders with voting shares are able to cast their ballot through 

electronic voting no earlier than 10 days and no later than one day 

prior to the meeting. Furthermore, proxy solicitation was introduced 

for the 37th general meeting of shareholders in March 2022, 

and the proxy statement form was uploaded on our official website 

and distributed to shareholders. 

In conformity with the Articles of Incorporation, we pay dividends 

through the decision made by the Board and the approval 

granted at the general meeting of shareholders. An appropriate 

level of payout ratio is determined within the boundary of profits 

attributable to dividend payments in consideration of investments 

required for our sustained growth, shareholder value improvement, 

and business conditions. We strive to make the greatest possible 

dividends by taking into account our cash flow to gain trust from 

investors on our overall dividend policy, and matters on the Board 

and executive compensation are transparently disclosed through 

business reports.

Stock Ownership of the Largest Shareholder and Related Parties (as of the end of 2021)

Name Relationship Type of Share          Number and Percentage of Shares Owned    Note

PHC Co., Ltd. Largest shareholder Common share 10,841,409shares 51.63%

Kim, Sang-Tae Principal Common share 630,000shares 3.00%

PHA Co., Ltd. Affiliate of the largest shareholder Common share 463,438shares 2.20% Treasury share

  Common share 11,934,847shares 56.83%

Total  Preferred share - -

  Others - -

Supporting Organization for the Audit Committee

Department  Internal Control over Financial Reporting (ICFR) Team 

Activity -  Support work in relation to meeting preparations 

and operations 

 -  Support trainings/seminars to improve Audit 

Committee members’ expertise 

 -  Provide information on key pending issues of the 

Company 

 -  Support training on the internal accounting control 

system 

Electronic voting introduced for the 

general meeting of shareholders
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Code of Ethics 
 

We have stipulated the code of ethics and ethical management guidelines to guide our entire business conduct and actions taken by our 

employees with an aim to fulfill our ethical responsibility and build trust-based, cooperative relationships with stakeholders. These guidelines 

governing our management transparency, win-win partnerships, information security, and social responsibility are disclosed on our official 

website* and our SRM purchasing system**. We defined our ethics vision as ‘corruption-free, transparent business conduct’, and set four mid/

long-term key strategic directions and KPIs to advance ethical management.

*PHA website > Sustainability > Ethics & Compliance > Ethical management guidelines

**PHA SRM system > Ethical management & shared growth

Ethical Management

Vision

Mid/long-term Key 

Strategic Direction

Corruption-free, transparent business conduct

Embed a culture of 

integrity into business 

operations by establishing 

an ethical management 

system

 Implement preemptive 

anti-corruption 

activities

Disseminate ethics 

awareness through ethics 

training for employees

Strengthen internal/

external communication 

on ethical management

Ethical 

Management 

Guidelines

1 We compete fairly in the market and serve customers honestly. 

2 We prohibit bribery and corruption under any and all circumstances. 

3 We do not misappropriate corporate assets and ensure accuracy in keeping records and books. 

4 We safeguard the assets and information of customers. 

5 We maintain quality through top-notch expertise and knowledge. 

6 We respect human rights and do not discriminate employees on the grounds of personal attributes. 

7 We support all our employees to work in an improved environment. 

8 We proactively communicate and cooperate with employees and customers. 

KPI
Category Unit 2021 2022 Target 2025 Target

Corruptive practices No. of cases 0 0 0

Whistleblowing reports submitted and handled 
% 100 100 100 through the Cyber Whistleblowing Channel 

Information security incidents No. of cases 0 0 0

Employees who completed ethics training % 100 100 100
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Establishing a Culture of Ethics 
 

Disseminating commitment to ethical management 

To disseminate our robust commitment to ethical management 

among stakeholders and encourage its practice, we posted our 

CEO’s message for ethical management on our website*. We send 

annual official letters to partners calling for their cooperation 

to comply with our ethical management guidelines, and all our 

employees sign the ethical management pledge each year to 

establish a sound set of ethical values and commit themselves to 

advancing ethical management. 

* PHA website > Sustainability > Ethics & Compliance > CEO Message on Ethical 

Management

Conducting ethics training 

We provide ethics training to employees to raise their ethics 

awareness on the prevention of corruption and bribery. In 

2021, such training was designed to help them understand the 

relationship between individual ethics awareness and corporate 

ethical management to make the right decisions when facing ethical 

dilemmas that occur in the workplace. Training videos were also 

produced to support both smart learning and group viewing, and a 

total of 685 employees completed ethics training.

Operating the Cyber Whistleblowing Channel 

We operate the Cyber Whistleblowing Channel* as a communication 

channel to closely monitor and oversee any non-compliance 

with ethical management. Any illegal or unethical practices 

– unfair transactions, child/forced labor, power harassment, 

discrimination and harassment – can be reported anonymously, 

and the identity of whistleblowers remain strictly confidential 

to protect them from any disadvantages. Submitted reports are 

investigated based on documentary evidence in accordance with 

our guidelines for the code of ethics and disciplinary regulations, 

and the HR Committee convenes to deliberate on the reports to 

determine disciplinary action to be taken. This is followed by the 

development of improvement measures to prevent reoccurrence, 

reporting to the CEO and the issuance of disciplinary notice. To 

make our whistleblowing mechanisms more accessible, we receive 

whistleblowing reports through our SRM purchasing system** and 

the Cyber Whistleblowing Channel of PHC Group*** as well as our 

official website. 

* HA website > Sustainability > Ethics & Compliance > Cyber Whistleblowing 

Channel 

**PHA SRM system > Ethical management & shared growth 

***PHC Group website > Whistleblowing 

Employees who signed the

ethical management pledge 

Cyber Whistleblowing Channel Operations in 2021

Category 2021

Whistleblowing reports submitted 1case

Whistleblowing reports handled 1case

Whistleblowing report handling rate 100%

Ethics Training Provided in 2021

699 persons

Employees who completed training

100 %
Completion rate

Submission Verification Initiation of 

investigation

Completion of 

investigation

Closure Verification of handling 

outcomes

Cyber Whistleblowing Channel Handling Process

01 02 03 04 05 06

100 %
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Information Security System 

We comply with the procedures established to perform security 

operations, including security regulations and log management 

regulations, to prevent any personal and property damage and 

leak of confidential information caused by illegal penetration 

and to protect our operations. Our information security policy is 

reviewed and supplemented four times a year, and information 

security guidelines were developed as part of the code of ethics 

to serve as the standard to follow for specific conduct and value 

judgement required for information security. We set our mid/long-

term KPI goal of reducing information security incidents to zero, and 

categorize security into managerial, physical and technical security 

to manage security issues systematically according to their type.

Bolstering Information Security 
 

Raising information security awareness 

We make new hires, retirees, external contract parties, and 

outsourcing staff sign our information security pledge in accordance 

with our security regulations to prevent any and all security 

breaches. Security training is provided to security personnel when 

deemed necessary – recruitment, resignation, opening of new 

worksites, incorporation of subsidiaries and for other security 

reasons – and training is conducted to help employees raise 

their security awareness and improve security breach response 

capabilities. In 2021, 472 employees completed online security 

training on the topics of document security, physical security and 

data privacy. To thoroughly manage data breaches, we make sure 

only pre-authorized personnel can access our data centers, and 

logs are kept to document access information, concerning reasons 

and the time of entry and exit to prevent data breaches caused by 

unauthorized access.

Information Security

Information Security Guidelines

1  We do not use the information obtained in relation to work for 

personal gains under any circumstances. 

2  We do not randomly disclose the information obtained from the 

Company, customers and partners to third parties. 

3  We do not engage in any arbitrary distortion of information 

on customers and partners, the spread of false information, or 

unauthorized data damage. 

4  We bolster management controls and security measures for the 

Company’s information security. 

5  We embed information security into our day-to-day work. (do 

not leave key materials unattended when away and ensure the 

complete disposal of key documents) 

◀ 

Information security 

training video

Vision

Information

Security

Key Activity
- Security policy management

- Information security training

- Security Council operation

- Control over information asset entry/exit

- Professional security guard operation

- Access card management

- Data breach management

- System utility assessment

- System investment

Build a culture of security through responsible security management

Managerial security Physical security Technical security
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Information security assessment and review 

Security assessments are made at least once a year for all 

departments under the supervision of the Labor & Support Team, 

and security personnel at each team conduct team-level security 

assessments on a quarterly basis. Team-level security assessments 

aim to review security document management, personal computer 

management and access management, and measures are 

developed and action is taken accordingly to address areas in need 

of improvement. 

We simultaneously engage in regular security checks and the 

3R5S1) initiative and to embed information security into our daily 

operations. These activities undertaken in Q4 of 2021 resulted in 

appropriate organization and clean-up across team-level office 

spaces and warehouses. In particular, the number of cases where 

key documents were left unattended on the desk dropped from 

38 in 2018 to zero in 2021, and the number of cases of personal 

drawer locks left unlocked fell significantly from 113 in 2018 to 

four in 2021. 

1)  3R5S: Refers to Right Product, Right Location, and Right Quantity (3R) and 

Seiri (organization), Seiton (order), Seisoh (clean-up), Seiketsu (cleanness), and 

Shitsuke (mindset) (5S) to eliminate waste in the work and office environment 

and create pleasant work conditions

Reporting security issues 

We operate a range of channels to report security issues to 

prevent and swiftly respond to information security incidents. All 

stakeholders, including our employees, may report information 

security breaches and security-related concerns through e-mail, 

fax, phone and the Cyber Whistleblowing Channel* on website. To 

thoroughly protect the identity of whistleblowers, reports can be 

submitted anonymously, and whistleblowers are protected not to 

suffer any disadvantage for their act of whistleblowing. 

* PHA website > Sustainability > Ethics & Compliance > Cyber Whistleblowing 

Channel 

 

Increasing investment in security systems 

We follow our security system management guidelines to 

efficiently operate all hardware, software, networks, data and other 

information and computer equipment and to promptly respond 

to any disruptions that may occur. We invested KRW 580 million 

to respond to the internal accounting control system in 2020, and 

replaced our old ERP system servers with new ones to bolster their 

security, continuously increasing investments to establish more 

secure and advanced infrastructure in 2021.

Response to information security incidents 

Our regulations stipulate that security incidents, upon their 

identification, are communicated to security managers in wired 

and wireless format. Relevant teams and security managers are 

mandated to develop and implement measures to prevent their 

reoccurrence, and such incidents are investigated according to the 

set security procedure and deliberated upon by the Disciplinary 

Committee. Those responsible for security breaches are referred to 

the Disciplinary Committee, become subject to disciplinary action 

and are handled pursuant to applicable civil and criminal laws.

Team Security Assessment Questionnaire

Questionnaire (No. of Questions)

Locks (4) Keeping one’s employee card on (2)

Office organization (4) Access management (2)

Security document  
Security check (2) 

management (6) 

Personal computer  Others_Placement of security stickers, 

management (4) understanding of security guidelines (2)

Work System Maintenance and Investments Made

(unit: KRW 100 million)

2021

2022 Plan

2023 Plan 

15

17

17

2021

2022 Plan

2023 Plan

5.8

12.3

18.5

Maintenance 

expenses

Investment 

expenses
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Introducing cloud-based groupware 

We introduced cloud-based groupware to create a work-at-home 

environment in line with government’s COVID-19 guidelines and 

bolstered the system of our overseas subsidiaries and offices in 

terms of its accessibility, speed and security. We also perform both 

routine and non-routine preventive maintenance by operating a 

data breach prevention system, developing maintenance plans, and 

analyzing review results to prevent system failures. We also conduct 

internal security checks along with reviews made by third-party 

professional organizations to validate the expertise and reliability of 

our IT infrastructure management, safeguarding our technical data 

from the external environment and systematically managing such 

data.

Routine/Non-routine Preventive Maintenance of Groupware

-  Update preventive inspection plans 

-  Manage the history of preventive inspection 

action outcomesManage document 

history

HIGHLIGHT

Assessing the utility of work systems 

We conduct annual assessments on the utility of our work 

systems to review their technical security and improve 

employees’ work efficiency and convenience. Regular and 

extraordinary assessments are made to collect employee 

feedback and improve our work systems accordingly. 

Regular assessments cover 16 key work systems, and 

extraordinary assessments are performed on system-

specific unused menus and the utility of collaboration 

management systems. 

As a result of such assessments made on all employees in 

2021, the average company-wide score was 98.3 points. 

To provide a smart work environment, we ensure that 

employees who face difficulties while using work systems 

may submit their complaints and improvement ideas on 

an on-going basis through wired phone, e-mail and the 

electronic approval system.

Work System Utility Assessment Results

Category 2019 2020 2021

Company-wide 97.6 97.0 98.3

average score points points points

Division-specific Work System Utility Assessment

Results in 2021*]

Sales

Purchasing

Production

Development

/Production 

Technology

Research 

Support

System Design

Electronics 

Design

Quality

*A: 95 points and above, B: 90~94 points, C: 80~89 points, D: 79 

points and below

Develop preventive 

maintenance plans

Conduct preventive 

inspections

Analyze and report 

inspection results

-  Set sector-specific preventive inspection 

schedules 

- Prepare the checklist for each inspection item 

-  Gain approval from the system operator for 

preventive inspection plans 

-  Prevent disruptions to work execution 

through prior notice 

-  Report to the system operator by way of 

plans prior to preventive inspection, and 

conduct inspections within the set timeline 

-  Take action according to the standard failure 

recovery procedure

-  Report to the system operator following 

result analysis 

-  Develop and implement additional actions 

and measures 

-  Analyze the results of preventive inspections 

and reflect them in developing preventive 

inspection plans later on 

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
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HIGHLIGHT

Operating COVID-19 emergency plans 

We implement emergency measures established to abide 

by the government’s social distancing rules and disease 

control guidelines to cope with COVID-19 and to respond 

to the shortage of labor that could occur amid infectious 

diseases and other emergencies. According to our internal 

emergency response guidelines, we arrange replacements, 

emergency contact lists, and alternative production facilities 

to operate manual assembly lines. We also establish mutual 

support systems with unit plants and affiliates. To prevent 

any disruption to material supply, we secure two to five 

days of inventories, and swiftly select alternative partners 

in the event of emergencies to make doubly sure that our 

production is not discontinued.

Risk Management System 

To identify risks that mainly revolve around our business conduct 

and a single point of failure and to consider measures to minimize 

the possibility of risks occurring and their resulting damage, we 

conducted risk assessments on 141 risk management items. This 

helped us reveal major risks by understanding the damage and 

scope of impact caused by job-specific risks and evaluating the 

frequency of incidents occurring, the scale of damage, and the 

time taken for recovery. These risks are managed by documenting 

risk-level preventive measures, processing plans, and responsible 

managers in the risk assessment registration document for risk 

mitigation.  

Besides, we forecast our sales and profit for the next five years on 

an annual basis and review potential risks to identify strategic tasks. 

Implementation plans set to undertake strategic tasks are managed 

as KPIs to minimize the occurrence of risks. 

 

Management of Major Risks 
 

Currency fluctuation risk 

When it is believed that currency risk hedging is required in the 

course of sales transactions, we enter into F/X forward contracts to 

manage risks that stem from currency fluctuations. When expected 

transactions and recognized assets and liabilities are denominated 

in currencies other than functional currencies, we regularly measure 

FX risks stemming from currency fluctuations affecting the Korean 

won to brace for such fluctuations that occur in relation to product 

exports or material imports.  

 

Liquidity risk 

We set short/mid/long-term financing management plans to 

manage liquidity risks, and continuously analyze and review 

budgeted cash outflow and actual cash outflow to match the 

maturity structure of financial liabilities and assets. Our management 

believes that repayments can be made on financial liabilities with 

cash flows from operating activities and cash inflows from financial 

assets.

Tax risk 

We manage any non-compliance with corporate tax laws to 

prevent such risks as tax authorities charging additional taxes due 

to non-compliant tax filings. Our corporate tax returns are reviewed 

by tax corporations following accounting audits performed four 

times a year, and documentary evidence is thoroughly verified and 

retained to ensure lawful tax returns.

Risk Management

Emergency Response Process

Period  Process  Description

Shortage of labor occurs amid an 

emergency 

Organize an emergency council and 

discuss responses 

Identify shortages for each group 

Recruit personnel and determine the 

response step in consideration of the 

orders awarded and line workloads 

Step 1: Head of the Production 

Division 

Step 2~4: CEO 

Realign lines with a focus on lines 

requiring immediate operation 

Provide training necessary for line 

input and work including production/

safety training and precautions 

2.  Organize a 

council

3.  Identify 

shortages

4.  Determine the 

response step

5.  Make decisions

6.  Recruit personnel 

and arrange lines

7.  Provide job 

training

8. Resume production

1.  Emergency 

outbreak

D+1

D+2

D+3
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ESG Risks & Opportunities

To establish a sustainable management system that meets the specific needs of the automotive parts industry, we have analyzed risks and 

opportunities for each of the eight material issues identified through the materiality assessment. Based on these material issues identified, we 

will continue to manage our response performance, strategy and measures and perform systemic and objective risk analyses to advance our 

sustainability management system.

Material 

Issue

-  Decreasing motivation due to the unfair distribution of 

outcomes 

-  Key talent drain, lack of learning opportunity for capacity 

building

-  Boost employee motivation through performance-aligned 

reasonable compensation

-  Corruption issues concerning partners’ labor/environment/

human rights 

-  Non-compliance with conflict mineral regulations 

- Surging prices of raw materials

-  Reinforce the Company’s competitiveness through win-win 

management with partners 

- Smooth supply of high-quality parts

- Declining trust in quality 

- Reduced product competitiveness 

- Safety accidents affecting customers

-  Boost product competitiveness in landing new contracts by 

securing ‘super-gap’ quality 

-  Improve customer satisfaction through reinforced quality 

management

- I ncreasing financial/non-financial burden stemming from 

tightening health and safety disciplinary action including 

the Serious Accidents Punishment Act 

-  Fatal injuries caused by lack of safety awareness

-  Enhance corporate reputation for excellent health and safety 

performance by continuously achieving zero in injury occurrence 

-  Create a safe work environment through systemic health and 

safety management 

-  Declining trust among employees and customers due to 

corruption issues 

-  Difficulty in attracting investments due to non-transparent 

business practices 

-  Tarnished corporate reputation due to corruptive practices 

-  Eliminate corruption risks through improved ethics awareness of 

employees 

-  Increase corporate credibility through improved ethical reputation

- Workplace discrimination/harassment 

-  Sexual harassment, power harassment, gender/inter-

generational conflict

-  Create an equitable organizational culture that values individual 

ability

-  Generate work synergy through employee diversity

-  Penalties imposed due to non-compliance with waste-

related regulations

-  Increasing demand for resource circulation including waste 

recycling

-  Develop eco-friendly products and swiftly secure competitiveness 

by embracing the circular economy 

- Reduce waste treatment cost through recycling

-  Increasing financial/non-financial costs caused by carbon 

regulations and growing demand for GHG emissions 

reduction 

-  Increasing disasters/injuries caused by climate change

-  Boost competitiveness in landing orders by designing and 

manufacturing low carbon products 

-  Establish leadership in the industry through preemptive 

environmental response

01

HR management

02

Partner 

management

03

Product quality

04

Health and safety

05

Ethics and anti

-corruption

06

Human rights and 

diversity & inclusion

07

Waste and resource 

circulation

08

Green House Gas

ESG Risk ESG Opportunity
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Employees are the greatest driver and the key competitive lever behind our growth as a company. Creating sustainable value is only possible when we recruit 

competent talent and treat them in a fair and reasonable manner. We establish a fair performance management system, nurture talent with the highest level 

of professionalism through the PHA Academy and electronics training, and build a globally renowned organizational culture based on flexible and horizontal 

communication.

COVID-19 and its resulting disruptions to global supply chains have highlighted the importance of flexible supply chains and sustainable supply chain management. 

As the competitiveness of parts supplied by partners may directly impact the quality of finished products, it is imperative that we support partners and help them 

sharpen their competitiveness to improve our own competitive edge. We advance our partner assessment and diversify communication channels and monitoring to 

build sustainable supply chains and achieve shared growth.

Given the inherent characteristics of the automotive parts industry which depends on the orders awarded by car OEMs, it is critical that we make our products 

competitive by embracing new technology and continue to improve the quality of our products. Competition is intensifying in the automotive parts industry due 

to changing mobility trends represented by autonomous driving and eco-friendly vehicles and the emergence of Chinese companies that are expanding their 

business territory based on price competitiveness. To evolve into a global company leading the automotive door moving system sector, we are building an internal 

maintenance support system to establish market-leading quality with a goal of reducing quality failure cost to zero.  

The recent enforcement of the Serious Accidents Punishment Act has ignited growing social interest in health and safety issues, and providing a safe work 

environment is essential for both employees and the sustainable growth of PHA. We have created the Safety, Health and Environment Team and achieved the ISO 

45001 health and safety management system certification to bolster our professional safety system.

Maintaining ethical and transparent business processes forms a fundamental part of our corporate social responsibility. Numerous domestic and international 

companies have demonstrated that exceptional business performance does not provide immunity from social criticism when unethical business practices are 

revealed. We have stipulated the code of ethics and ethical management guidelines that guide our entire business conduct to fulfill our ethical responsibility and earn 

trust from stakeholders.

Respecting human rights based on diversity constitutes the foundation for organizational soundness and the value that warrants full protection on the part of 

businesses. We faithfully respect the human rights of individual employees, proactively manage human rights risks through various trainings, human rights surveys, 

and grievance mechanisms, and strive to create an inclusive corporate culture.

Businesses carry greater environmental responsibility than before to efficiently use limited resources and minimize the environmental impact of their products to 

contribute to resource circulation. We appropriately manage and process waste generated from the processes, activities and services of respective worksites in 

accordance with waste management regulations, and are improving our processes to reduce the input of raw materials while increasing the recycling of products.

As the global community takes stronger action to respond to climate change through the Paris Agreement among others, the mobility industry also faces a growing 

demand for eco-friendliness and carbon reduction. To respond to the internal/external demand for climate action, we have set our mid/long-term goal to reduce 

energy consumption and GHG emissions and are exploring ways to achieve mitigation and taking a proactive management approach.

Our Response
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Data Center
Financial Performance*

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position

Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Total assets KRW 100 million 9,206.0 9,337.0 9,571.1

Current assets KRW 100 million 4,779.6 5,277.7 5,627.7

Non-current assets KRW 100 million 4,426.4 4,059.3 3,943.5

Total liabilities KRW 100 million 3,441.0 3,478.9 3,113.5

Current liabilities KRW 100 million 3,179.7 3,301.3 2,921.8

Non-current liabilities KRW 100 million 261.3 177.6 191.7

Total equity KRW 100 million 5,764.9 5,858.1 6,457.6

Total liabilities and equity KRW 100 million 9,206.0 9,337.0 9,571.1

Comprehensive Income Statement

Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Income (sales) KRW 100 million 10,884.3 9,490.6 9,276.1

Gross profit KRW 100 million 1,167.5 979.0 1,006.8

SG&A KRW 100 million 1,011.7 836.0 940.9

Operating profit (loss) KRW 100 million 155.8 143.1 65.8

Financial income KRW 100 million 125.1 101.3 206.8

Other income KRW 100 million 158.2 96.8 254.5

Income (loss) before income taxes KRW 100 million 312.0 139.0 488.9

Income tax expenses KRW 100 million 4.3 59.7 113.1

Net profit (loss) KRW 100 million 316.2 79.3 375.8

Distribution of Economic Value

Item Unit 2019 2020 2021

Dividends  KRW million 3,359.8 3,696.6 3,696.6

National taxes  KRW million 26,669.3 6,383.9 3,870.8

 Wage KRW million 32,205.3 30,190.5 34,920.7

Total labor expenses Bonus KRW million 13,380.3 11,557.0 11,890.8

 Total KRW million 45,585.6 41,747.5 46,811.5

Base pay and regular bonus  KRW million 33,692.1 33,587.6 36,968.7

CSR expenses  KRW million 114.7 110.1 150.0

*Entities included in Consolidated Statement of Financial Position:  PHA India Pvt, Ltd. / PHA Taicang Co., Ltd. / PHA China R&D Center. Co.,Ltd / AST Co., LTD / PHA Beijing Co., 

Ltd. / PHA Chongqing Co., Ltd. / PHA Slovakia s.r.o / PHA Czech s.r.o / PHA America, Inc. / PHA Body Systems, LLC / PHA USA, LLC / PHA Yancheng Co., Ltd. / PHA VIETNAM Co., 

LTD.
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Environmental Performance 

Energy Consumption

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Total energy consumed MWh 20,520 22,051 22,547 

     Electricity MWh 17,623 19,099 19,394 
A~H

     Fuel (LNG) MWh  2,826  2,806  3,026 

     Fuel (LPG) MWh  72  145  127 

GHG Emissions

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Total GHG emissions generated tCO2-eq 8,824.5 9,475.2 9,569.9 

     Scope 1 tCO2-eq 705.2 701.1 712.6 A~H

     Scope 2 tCO2-eq 8,119.3 8,774.1 8,857.3

Scope of Data

A: HQ, B: Hyeonpung, C: Seongseo 1, D: Seongseo 2, E: Oedong 1, 

F: Oedong 2, G: Asan 1, H: Asan 2, I: Overseas

Waste Generation*

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Total waste generated (discharged) ton  263.8  250.7  280.9 

     General waste ton  226.7  214.8  251.9  A~H

     Designated waste ton  37.1  35.9  29.0 

*The treatment of all general waste is contracted out to recycling companies, and designated waste is lawfully treated through incineration under the contract entered 

into with waste treatment companies.

Waste Treatment

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Total waste treated ton  264  251  281 

     Recycling* ton  226.7  214.8  251.9  A~H

     Incineration ton  37.1  35.9  29.0 

Waste recycled %  86  86  89.6

*Steel plate scraps and injection-molded plastics are treated through recycling companies.

Raw Material Consumption*

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Total raw materials used ton 85,500 67,700 69,700 

Renewable raw materials used ton 85,500 67,700 69,700 A~H

Renewable or recycled raw materials used % 100% 100% 100%

* Total raw material consumption equals the sum of steel plates and injection molding raw materials, both of which are renewable. These materials, however, are not 

reused for the purpose of manufacturing our products.
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Water

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Water withdrawn ML 58,292 43,183 54,925 

Water consumed ML 40,797 28,106 37,571 A~H

Water discharged ML 17,495 15,077 17,354

Air Pollutant

Category Unit 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Dust emitted* ton 0.65 0.16 A, B, E**

*Dust is reduced at concentrations lower than the threshold stipulated in environmental regulations prior to emission.

**Excludes locations that have installed dust collectors while not equipped with dust emission measurement devices.

Environmental Training and Investment

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Employees who participated in environmental training No. of persons 690 686 699 
A~H

Environmental investment expenditures* KRW million 333 14 24 

*Including the purchase of eco-friendly products and services

Environmental Management System Certification (ISO 14001)

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Manufacturing sites No. of sites 17 17 17 

Manufacturing sites certified against ISO 14001 No. of sites 12 12 14 A~E, G, I*

Achievement of ISO 14001 % 70.6 70.6 82.4

*Oedong 2 Plant is used as a warehouse and Asan 2 Plant is vacant, which makes them not applicable.

Environmental Complaints

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Environmental complaints raised No. of cases 0 0 0 A~H
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Social Performance

New Hires

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

New hires No. of persons 45 32 33 

    Male  No. of persons 39 32 32  

    Female No. of persons 6 0 1  A~H

New male hires % 86.7 100 97.0 

New female hires % 13.3  0 3.0 

Employee Data

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Total employees (domestic+overseas) No. of persons 2,742 3,023 2,705 

 Total employees* No. of persons 690 686 699

     Male No. of persons  637  639  651 

     Female No. of persons  53  47  48 

 Ratio of female employees % 7.7 6.9 6.9

 Total full-time employees No. of persons  689  685  699 

     Male No. of persons  636  638  651 

     Female No. of persons  53  47  48 

 Total part-time employees No. of persons 1 1 0

     Male No. of persons 1 1 0

Dom-
     Female No. of persons 0 0 0

estic
 Employees in executive positions No. of persons 18 20 19

     Male No. of persons 18 20 19

     Female No. of persons 0 0 0 A~I

 Executive positions who fall into

 vulnerable and minority groups 
No. of persons 0 0 0

 Office staffs No. of persons  398  398  419 

     Male No. of persons  363  366  385 

     Female No. of persons  35  32  34 

 Production workers No. of persons 273 267 261

     Male No. of persons 255 252 247

     Female No. of persons 18 15 14

 Total employees No. of persons 2,052 2,337 2,006

 Office staffs No. of persons 507 496 456

Over- Production workers No. of persons 1,505 1,804 1,517
seas Employees in executive positions No. of persons 11 9 7

 Expatriates No. of persons 29 28 26

*Excluding seconded staff and expatriates
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Employee Retention

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Total turnover No. of persons 62 38 23 

Total turnover % 11.7 6.1 3.6 

    Voluntary turnover % 9.0 5.5 3.3 

    Non-voluntary turnover % 2.8 0.6 0.3 A~H

Average years of employment No. of years 10.6 11.3 11.9 

    Male  No. of years 10.6 11.2 11.9 

    Female No. of years 11.2 11.6 11.8

Employee Welfare & Benefits

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Employees who used flexible hours* No. of persons 243 94 111 

Total welfare & benefits expenditures** KRW 1,000  1,177,850   1,333,022  1,580,405  A~H

Welfare & benefits expenses per person KRW 1,000 1,694 1,943 2,183

*The number of employees who used flexible hours declined from the previous year as the number of employees working at home rose amid COVID-19 since 2020.

**Sum of wage-like welfare and benefits items for the concerned year

Parental Leave

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Employees eligible for parental leave* No. of persons 293 306 288 

    Male No. of persons 275 290 274

    Female No. of persons 18 16 14

Employees who took parental leave No. of persons 12 16 18

    Male No. of persons 3 6 8

    Female No. of persons 9 10 10

Employees who returned to work after parental leave No. of persons 3 6 7

    Male No. of persons 0 3 0

    Female No. of persons 3 3 7

Employees who returned from parental leave and

worked 12 months 
No. of persons 1 2 6 A~H

    Male No. of persons 0 0 3

    Female No. of persons 1 2 3

Employees who returned from parental leave (male) % 0 100 0

Employees who returned from parental leave (female) % 37.5 33.3 70.0

Retention of employees who returned from parental leave (male) % 0 0 100

Retention of employees who returned form parental leave (female) % 100 66.7 100

Employee who took maternity leave No. of persons 30 29 32

    Male No. of persons 27 24 30

    Female No. of persons 3 5 2

*Employees whose child was 8 years old or younger in the concerned year
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Employees from Vulnerable Backgrounds

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Employees with disabilities No. of persons  9 9 10 

Employees with disabilities % 1.3 1.3 1.4 A~H

Employees of national merit No. of persons 1 1 1

Employees of national merit % 0.1 0.1 0.1

Employee Compensation

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Base pay for executives (male) KRW 13,301,784 12,312,964 14,529,382 

Base pay for executives (female) KRW 0 0 0 

Base pay for office staffs (male)* KRW 4,159,934 4,203,490 4,525,367

Base pay for office staffs (female)* KRW 3,478,575 3,524,643 4,009,682 A~H

Base pay for production workers (male) KRW 3,354,352 3,425,194 3,599,127

Base pay for production workers (female) KRW 3,432,231 3,484,074 3,632,586

Hourly wage of employees who receive the lowest

amount of pay above the legal minimum wage 
% 148 147 153

*Gender-based wage discrepancies among employees in management positions are attributable to differences in job levels, and in actuality, wage is determined and 

paid equally for both men and women.

*Overtime work performed in excess of 40 hours/week

No. of cases/
1 million hours
No. of cases/
1 million hours

Employee Health and Safety 

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Average hours worked per person per week No. of hours 41.4 39.9 41.3 

Overtime work per person per week* No. of hours 5.1 4.3 4.8

Total hours worked per year No. of hours 1,280,373 1,260,383 1,281,055 

Workdays lost No. of days  2  2  1 

Lost time incidents No. of cases 2 2 1

Employees injured No. of persons 5 5 4

Employees who became ill due to work No. of persons 0 0 0

Fatalities No. of persons 0 0 0

Fatalities of subcontractor/outsourcing employees No. of persons 0 0 0 A~H

Occupational injury rate % 0.4 0.4 0.3

Injuries that occur for every 1,000 employees per year ‰ 4.14 4.14 3.19

Lost time injury severity rate - 0.02 0.02 0.01

Lost time injury frequency rate (LTIFR)  0.25 0.25 0.22

LTIFR of subcontracting/outsourcing employees  0.25 0.25 0.22

Employees who completed health and safety training No. of persons 690 686 699

Employees who completed health and safety training % 100 100 100

Employees who received health check-ups No. of persons 228 394 244

Employees who received health check-ups % 100 100 100
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Human Rights Training

Category Unit 2021 Scope of Data

Total human rights training No. of hours  727  

Human rights training provided per employees No. of hours  1.04  
A~H

Employees who completed human rights training No. of persons  699 

Employees who completed human rights training % 100

Health and Safety Management System Certification (ISO 45001)

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Manufacturing sites No. of sites 17 17 17 

Manufacturing sites certified against ISO 45001 No. of sites 11 11 13 A~E, G, I*

Achievement of ISO 45001 % 64.7 64.7 76.5 

*Oedong 1 Plant is used as a warehouse and Asan 2 Plant is vacant, which makes them not applicable.

Child/Compulsory Labor

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Incidents involving child/compulsory labor No. of cases 0 0 0 
A~H

Inspections made on the occurrence of child/compulsory labor No. of cases 0 0 0

Talent Nurturing and Capacity Building

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Total employee training No. of hours 25,751 28,352 28,231 

Training hours per employee No. of hours 37.3 41.3 40.4 

    Male No. of hours 37 42 41

    Female No. of hours 38 28 34

Total employee training expenditures KRW 1,000 154,620 102,421 50,957

Training expenses per employee KRW 1,000 224 149 73

Employee satisfaction (ESO satisfaction score) Point 62.4 68.6 60.9 A~H

Employees who received regular performance appraisals* No. of persons 391 411 420

    Male No. of persons 362 382 390

    Female No. of persons 29 29 30

Employees who received regular performance appraisals* No. of persons 56.7 59.9 60.1

    Male % 56.8 59.8 59.9

   Female % 54.7 61.7 62.5

*Target of performance appraisal: Employees in management positions who worked 6 months or longer in the concerned year(excluding production workers as well 

as office staffs who were hired in the second half of the year or who took leave for six months or longer)
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Labor Relations

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Employees subject to the collective agreement* No. of persons 690 686 699 

Employees subject to the collective agreement** % 39 38 37 

Employees eligible for labor union membership*** No. of persons 272 264 261 A~H

Unionized employees No. of persons 272 264 261

Labor union membership % 100  100 100  

*Total number of employees who joined the labor union

**(Employees subject to the collective agreement / total employees for the concerned year)*100 

***Production workers and production staffs

CSR

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

CSR expenditures KRW 1,000 114,650 110,100 150,000 

In-kind donations made KRW 1,000 80,000 88,580 117,060

Hope Plus (corporate donations) KRW 1,000 20,650 20,520 15,440

Volunteering KRW 1,000 14,000 1,000 17,500 
A~H

Employees who participated in CSR programs No. of persons 261 15 123

Employees who participated in CSR programs % 37.8 2.2 17.6

Total hours of employees’ participation in CSR programs No. of hours 699 45 354

Hours of participating in CSR programs per person No. of hours 1.0 0.1 0.5 

Supply Chain Data

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Partners* No. of companies 80 81 84 

Key partners** No. of companies 35 32 27

Total purchases made from partners KRW million 347,576 320,628 326,748 A~H

Purchases made from key partners KRW million 335,762 307,469 301,622

Ratio of expenses paid to key partners out of 

total purchasing expenditures 
% 97 96 92

*Based on parts companies (excluding raw material suppliers, MRO companies, facilities, molding companies, tier 1 partners, importers, and external procurements)

**Parts partners whose transaction value amounts to KRW 1 billion/year or more

Support for Partners

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Financial support provided to partners 

(win-win cooperation funds approved) 
KRW million - - 4,708

 

Partners who completed training* No. of companies 57 0 28 A~H

Partners who completed training out of total partners % 71 0 33

Partner employees who completed training No. of persons 75 0 28

*Training on heavy metal regulations and quality provided in 2019, training not conducted in 2020 due to COVID-19, and a presentation meeting on the 52-hour 

workweek system held in 2021
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Governance Performance

Composition of the Board of Directors

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Inside directors No. of persons 3 3 3 

Outside directors No. of persons 4 3 3

Female directors No. of persons 0 0 0 
A*

Outside directors with professional qualifications No. of persons 1 1 1

Outside directors at the Board % 57 50 50

Female directors at the Board % 0 0 0

*The Board of Directors in Korea is making decisions for overseas subsidiaries.

Board of Directors Operation

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Board meetings held No. of meetings 22 20 15 

Total attendance in Board meetings % 93 87 89

Attendance of outside directors in Board meetings % 88 73 78

Outside directors with low attendance (under 75%) No. of persons 1 2 1 A*

Agenda items discussed No. of items 30 25 23

Agenda items for which objections or amendments

were raised by outside directors 
No. of items 0 0 0

*The Board of Directors in Korea is making decisions for overseas subsidiaries.

Audit

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Audit Committee meetings held No. of meetings 0 4 5 

Compensation made to external auditors for their audit service KRW 1,000 190,000 530,000 550,000 A

Compensation made to external auditors for their non-audit service KRW 1,000 90,000 0 0

Compliance

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Non-compliance with environmental regulations No. of cases 0 0 0 

Penalties imposed for non-compliance with environmental regulations KRW 0 0 0

Non-compliance with the Fair Trade Act No. of cases 0 0 0

Penalties imposed for non-compliance with the Fair Trade Act KRW 0 0 0

Non-compliance with safety regulations No. of cases 0 0 0 A~H

Penalties imposed for non-compliance with safety regulations KRW 0 0 0 

Non-compliance with data privacy regulations No. of cases 0 0 0

Penalties imposed for non-compliance with data privacy regulations KRW 0 0 0

Data security breaches related to customer (car OEMs) data No. of cases 0 0 0
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Anti-Corruption

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Employees who completed ethics training* No. of persons 26 686 699 

Employees who completed ethics training % 3.8 100 100

Employees who signed the anti-corruption and ethical

management pledge 
No. of persons 690 680 699

Employees who signed the anti-corruption and ethical

management pledge 
% 100 100 100

Partners with whom we shared our anti-corruption policy No. of companies - 1,100 1,100 A~H

Partners with whom we shared our anti-corruption policy % - 100 100

Corruptive practices that occurred No. of cases 0 0 0

Corruptive practices handled No. of cases 0 0 0

Corruptive practices handled % 100 100 100

*Ethics training was conducted as part of the core value training provided to new hires in 2019, and has been conducted separately since 2020.

Cyber Whistleblowing Channel Operation

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Whistleblowing reports submitted to the Cyber 

Whistleblowing Channel 
No. of cases 0 0 1 

Whistleblowing reports handled through the Cyber 

Whistleblowing Channel 
No. of cases 0 0 1 A~H

Whistleblowing reports handled through the Cyber 

Whistleblowing Channel 
% 100 100 100 

*Security training was provided to overseas subsidiaries as well in 2019, online security training was conducted for domestic corporations in 2021

Information Security

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Information security incidents that occurred No. of cases 0 0 0 
A~H

Employees who completed information security training No. of persons 742 0 472

Intellectual Property Rights

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Parents registrations granted No. of cases 16 17 19 
A~H

Patent applications made No. of cases 30 41 30
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R&D

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

R&D workforce No. of persons 143 144 169 

R&D investments made KRW 100 million 154.6 130.2 155.3 A~H

R&D investments against sales % 2.47 2.32 2.80 

Automotive Quality Management System Certification (IATF 16949)

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021 Scope of Data

Manufacturing sites No. of sites 17 17 17 

Manufacturing sites certified against IATF 16949 No. of sites 15 16 17 A~E, G, I*

Achievement of IATF 16949 % 88.2 94.1 100 

*Oedong 2 Plant is used as a warehouse and Asan 2 Plant is vacant, which makes them not applicable.
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GRI Content Index
GRI 102: Universal Disclosures 2016

GRI Standard Disclosures  Page Assurance ISO 26000

 102-1 Name of the organization 6p ● 

 102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 6~9p ● 

 102-3 Location of headquarters 6p ● 

 102-4 Location of operations 6~7p ● 

 102-5 Ownership and legal form 6p ● 6.3.10/

  102-6 Markets served 6~7p ● 6.4.1-6.4.2/

Organizational 102-7 Scale of the organization 6~7p, 71p ● 6.4.3/6.4.4/ 

profile 102-8 Information on employees and other workers 74p ● 6.4.5/

 102-9 Supply chain 78p ● 6.8.5/7.8

 
 Significant changes to the organization

 Changed the company   

 102-10 
and its supply chain

 name to PHA from  ●

   Pyeong Hwa Automotive

 102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 67p ●

 102-12 External initiatives 12p ●

 102-13 Membership of associations 88p ●

Strategy 102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 4~5p ● 4.7/6.2/7.4.2

Ethics and 102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior 62p ● 
4.4/6.6.3

integrity 102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 63p ●

Governance 102-18 Governance structure 60p ● 6.2/7.4.3/7.7.5

 102-40 List of stakeholder groups 15p ● 

 102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 78p ●

Stakeholder 102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 15p ● 5.3
engagement

 102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 15p ●

 102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 15p ●

 102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements 71p ● 

 102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries 2p, 17p ● 
5.2/7.3.2/

 102-47 List of material topics 17p ● 
7.3.3/7.3.4

 102-48 Restatements of information N/A ●

Reporting 102-49 Changes in reporting N/A ●

practice 102-50 Reporting period 2p ● 

 102-51 Date of most recent report N/A ●

 102-52 Reporting cycle 2p ●

 102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 2p ● 7.5.3/7.6.2

 102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 2p ●

 102-55 GRI content index 82~85p ●

 102-56 External assurance 86~87p ●  
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Topic-specific Disclosures

GRI Standard Disclosures  Page Assurance ISO 26000

Topic #1: HR management

GRI 103: 
 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary  ● 

Management  103-2 The management approach and its components 35p, 68~69p ● 

Approach 2016
 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach  ● 

 401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 75p ●

Employment
 

401-2
 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not 

42p
  provided to temporary or part-time employees  

●

 401-3 Parental leave 75p ●

 404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 77p ●

Training and
 

404-2
 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition 38~39p ●

  assistance programs
Education

 
404-3

 Percentage of employees receiving regular 
77p

  performance and career development reviews  
●

Topic #2: Partner management

GRI 103: 
 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary  ● 

Management  103-2 The management approach and its components 48p, 68~69p ● 

Approach 2016
 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach  ●

Indirect Economic

Impacts 
203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts 49~56p, 78p ●

Topic #3: Product quality

GRI 103: 
 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary  ● 

6.3.9/6.6.6/6.6.7/
Management  103-2 The management approach and its components 20p, 68~69p ● 

6.7.8/6.8.1-6.8.2/
Approach 2016

 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach  ● 
6.8.5/6.8.7/6.8.9

Indirect Economic

Impacts
 

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts 25~27p ●

Topic #4: Health and safety

GRI 103: 
 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary   

Management  103-2 The management approach and its components 35p, 68~69p ●

Approach 2018
 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

 403-1 Occupational health and safety management system 45p ●

 403-2 Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation 46p ●

 403-3 Occupational health services 46p ● 6.4.6/6.8.8

 403-4 Worker participation, consultation, and communication on 

Occupational Health  Occupational health and safety 45p ●

and Safety 403-5 Worker training on occupational health and safety 47p ●

 403-6 Promotion of worker health 47p ●

 403-7 Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and 
47p

  safety impacts directly linked by business relationships  
●

 403-9 Work-related injuries 76p ●

 

6.4.3/6.4.4/

6.4.7/6.8.5/

6.8.7

6.3.9/6.6.6/ 6.6.7/

6.7.8/6.8.1-6.8.2/

6.8.5/6.8.7/6.8.9
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GRI Standard Disclosures  Page Assurance ISO 26000

Topic #5: Ethics and anti-corruption

GRI 103: 
 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary  ●

Management  103-2 The management approach and its components 59p, 68~69p ●

Approach 2016
 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach  ●

 205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption policies

Anti-corruption  and procedures 
62~63p ●

 205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken 80p ●

Topic #6: Human rights and diversity & inclusion

GRI 103: 
 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary  ●

Management  103-2 The management approach and its components 35p, 68~69p ●

Approach 2016
 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach  ●

Diversity and  405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees 74~75p ●

Equal Opportunity 405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men 76p ●

Human Rights

Assessment 
412-2 Employee training on human rights policies or procedures 43p ●

Topic #7: Waste and resource circulation

GRI 103: 
 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary  ● 

Management  103-2 The management approach and its components 28p, 68~69p ●

Approach 2016
 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach  ●

Materials
 301-1 Materials used by weight or volume 72p ●

 301-2 Recycled input materials used 72p ●

GRI 103: 
 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary  ●

Management 103-2 The management approach and its components 28p, 68~69p ●

Approach 2020
 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach  ●

 306-2 Management of significant waste-related impacts 32~33p ●

Waste
 306-3 Waste generated 72p ●

 306-4 Waste diverted from disposal 72p ●

 306-5 Waste directed to disposal 72p ●

Topic #8: Green House Gas

GRI 103: 
 103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary  ●  

Management  103-2 The management approach and its components 28p, 68~69p ●

Approach 2016
 103-3 Evaluation of the management approach  ●

Energy 302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 72p ●

 305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 72p ●

Emissions
 305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 72p ●

 
305-7

 Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), 

  and other significant air emissions 
73p ●

 

6.6.1-6.6.2/

6.6.3

6.2.3/6.3.3/

6.3.5/6.3.7/

6.3.10/

6.4.3-6.4.4/

6.6.6

6.5.4-6.5.5

6.5.3/6.5.4
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GRI Standard  Disclosures   Page  Assurance  ISO 26000

Other General Reporting Issues

Economic Perfor- 
201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 71p

  6.8.1-6.8.2/

mance (GRI 2016)    
●

 6.8.3/6.8.7/6.8.9

Anti-competitive 
206-1

 Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, 
79p

  6.6.1-6.6.2/

Behavior (GRI 2016)  anti-trust, and monopoly practices  
●

 6.6.5/6.6.7

Water and Effluents
 303-3 Water withdrawal 73p ● 

 303-4 Water discharge 73p ● 6.5.4
(GRI 2018)

 303-5 Water consumption 73p ●

Environmental Com- 
307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations 79p

  
4.6

pliance (GRI 2016)    
●

Local Commu- 
413-1

 Operations with local community engagement, 
57~58p

  6.3.9/

nities (GRI 2016)  impact assessments, and development programs  
●

 6.5.1-6.5.3/6.8

Customer Privacy 
418-1

 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of 
79p

  6.7.1-6.7.2/

(GRI 2016)  customer privacy and losses of customer data  
●

 6.7.7

Socioeconomic     4.6/

Compliance 419-1 
Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social

 79p ● 6.7.1-6.7.2/

(GRI 2016)  
and economic area

   6.7.6
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Independent Assurance Statement 

Control Union Certifications (hereafter, Control Union) was commissioned by PHA Co., Ltd. (hereafter, PHA) to conduct an independent assurance of the ‘2022 

PHA Sustainability Report (hereafter, the report)’.

The information in the report is the exclusive responsibility of PHA. Control Union was not involved in the preparation of any material included in this document.

The responsibility of Control Union is to express an opinion concerning the information including graphs, tables and statements included in the report, within the 

assurance scope mentioned below, with the purpose to inform all the Interested parties.

Assurance Scope

The assurance engagement has been planned and performed in accordance with AA1000AS v3 and the assurance criteria below to a “Moderate level of 

assurance” where the scope was a Type 2 engagement. The report is developed using the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards. The assurance process 

involves evaluation of adherence to the AA1000 AccountAbility Principles of Inclusivity, Materiality, Responsiveness and Impact. Confirming that the report is in 

accordance with GRI Standards and evaluating the accuracy and reliability of data and information for only the selected indicators listed below:

- GRI 102: General Disclosures

- Material Topic 1, Human Resource Management: GRI 103-1~3, GRI 401-1~3, GRI 404-1~3

- Material Topic 2, Supply Chain Management: GRI 103-1~3, GRI 203-2

- Material Topic 3, Product Quality: GRI 103-1~3, GRI 203-2

- Material Topic 4, Safety and Health: GRI 103-1~3, 403-1~7, 403-9

- Material Topic 5, Ethics and Anti-corruption: GRI 103-1~3, GRI 205-2~3

- Material Topic 6, Human Rights, Diversity & Inclusivity: GRI 103-1~3, GRI 405-1~2, 412-2

- Material Topic 7, Waste and Resource Circulation: GRI 103-1~3, GRI 301-1~2, 103-1~3, 306-2~5

- Material Topic 8, Greenhouse Gases: GRI 103-1~3, GRI 302-1, 305-1~2, 305-7

-  Other Topic, Economic Performance GRI 201-1, Anti-Competitive Behavior GRI 206-1, Water and Effluents GRI 303-3~5, Environmental Compliance GRI 

307-1, Local Communities GRI 413-1, Customer Privacy GRI 418-1, Socioeconomic Compliance GRI 419-1

INCLUSIVITY

Engagement with stakeholders in the report development process and their involvement in organizational decision making.

PHA has defined the stakeholders by dividing them into executives and employees, customers, partner companies, shareholders, investors, academy, local 

society/NGO and reflects their opinions in decision-making. The verification team did not find any important stakeholder groups excluded from the process 

of communicating with stakeholders through labor-management meeting, Comm&Coop, cyber newspaper, employee opinion survey (EOS), partner 

cooperative association, partner exchange meeting, visit by executives, webpage, customer purchase/production/development response, general meeting 

of shareholders, board of directors, industry-university cooperation, local residents meeting, UNGC member company activities, employee volunteer group.

MATERIALITY

Identification of issues in the report that are relevant and significant to the organization’s stakeholders, the presence of and the extent to which these 

material issues are disclosed in the report.

PHA identified the material issues using the stakeholder communication channel and their own materiality assessment process. The outcome is a materiality 

matrix which shows Human Resource Management as the most prioritized topic by the stakeholders PHA. PHA has documented their approach for human 

right, diversity, safety, employment, evaluation, welfare, career development records which related to human resource management information.

RESPONSIVENESS

Acting on stakeholder issues and provision of feedback through decisions, actions, performance and communication.

In order to establish an ESG-friendly management system, PHA has established a system that allows transparent communication with stakeholders 

by connecting and expanding the distributed activity values of each ESG field to the ESG management platform. It was also confirmed that they were 

communicating with various stakeholders through corporate value reflecting non-financial performance.
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IMPACT

Monitoring, measurement and providing accountability for how the actions of the organization affect the economy, the environment, society, stakeholders 

or the organization itself.

PHA is making every effort to convert into ESG-friendly projects such as expansion of R&D, reinforcement of industry-university cooperation, reduction of 

environmental impact, shared growth with employees, win-win with partners, fair and transparent decision-making structure. In particular, PHA is pursuing 

consistent R&D investment, patent registration, quality improvement system, greenhouse gas emission reduction, energy use reduction, waste recycling, 

employee education and welfare, safety management system, ISO14001 (environmental)/ISO45001 (safety) certification, social contribution, support for 

partners, operation of audit committee, ethical management system, operation of cyber Shinmungo (Ombudsman), security incident response system, 

risk management system. In addition, it was confirmed that PHA is striving to develop the local economy through PHA Keun-Namu welfare foundation, 

Hope Plus (Matching Fund), community support, blood donation campaign, operation of executive volunteer group, employee volunteer group volunteer 

work at local welfare center, etc. PHA conducted surveys to identify material issues and to communicate with stakeholders continuously. Additionally, PHA 

performed monitoring for their impact on the environment, energy consumption, legal compliance (labour, safety), supply chain and ethical management. 

As a result, it was confirmed that PHA is making effort to a positive impact on the local community.

Level of Assurance

The level of Assurance is used to determine the depth of detail that an assurance provider uses to identify if there are material errors, omissions or 

misstatements. The level of assurance for the report is moderate.

Methodology

- Review of internal and external documentary evidence presented by PHA

- Review of approach to data collection at company level

- Audit of data presented in the Report including a detailed review of a sample of data

- Review of a selection of internal performance documents

Independence and quality control

Control Union Certifications is accredited according to ISO 17021-1:2015/ISO 17065:2012 covering our global scope and operations. This includes the need to 

maintain a comprehensive system of quality control including documented policies and procedures on compliance to ethical and legal requirements as well as 

objectivity throughout our operations. The auditors were selected appropriately based on our internal qualifications, training and experience. It is also reviewed 

by management to ensure that the applied approach and assurance are strictly followed and operated transparently.

Conclusions

Based on our moderate assurance process, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the scope (subject matter) as detailed above and 

presented in the report is not presented fairly in accordance with the criteria.

Hence, our work confirms that the information included in the report is reliable and objective and is presented clearly and understandably.

We provide the following recommendations to the extent that it does not affect the results of the assurance:

PHA is one of the largest automobile parts manufacturing company in Korea, that possesses global supply/logistics/sales network in the door moving 

parts market. In the process of verifying the report, it was confirmed that issues such as human resource management, supply chain management, product 

quality, safety and health, ethics and anti-corruption, human rights, diversity & inclusivity, waste and resource circulation, greenhouse gases are sufficiently 

important. It was also confirmed, as automobile parts manufacturing company in Korea, that it is strengthening community-based social contribution 

activities. However, the ‘2022 PHA Sustainability Report’ is the first sustainability report of PHA. it is necessary to accumulate, manage, and report related 

data to respond to impact measurement, internalization of ESG management, and ESG-related performance reporting issues that will be more emphasized 

in the future. In addition, it is necessary to steadily publish the sustainability reports to track and manage PHA's ESG performance.

Jon Heinrichs

Program Manager

28 August, 2022
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SASB Index

In accordance with the SASB Framework presented by the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) as industry-specific standards 

to assist businesses with voluntary sustainability disclosure, PHA aims to disclose information to help investors and other varying stakeholders 

make informed decisions, and makes disclosures as follows in conformity with SASB’s Auto Parts industry standards.

Topic  CODE  Accounting Metric  Unit  Page

Energy  (1) Total energy consumed GJ 72p

Management TR-AP-130a.1 (2) Percentage grid electricity GJ 72p

  (3) Percentage renewable % 72p

Waste  (1) Total amount of waste from manufacturing ton 72p

Management TR-AP-150a.1 (2) Percentage hazardous % 72p

  (3) Percentage recycled % 72p

Materials  Description of the management of risks associated

Sourcing 
TR-AP-440a.1

 with the use of critical materials 
- 52p

Materials  Percentage of input materials from recycled or

Efficiency 
TR-AP-440b.2

 remanufactured content 
% 72p

Competitive  Total amount of monetary losses as a result of legal proceedings

Behavior 
TR-AP-520a.1

 associated with anti-competitive behavior regulations 
KRW  79p
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UN Global Compact

In June 2022, PHA joined the global sustainability management initiative of the UN Global Compact to endorse its Ten Principles in the 

four areas of human rights, labour, the environment, and anti-corruption. We abide by all UNGC principles, and will commit to advance our 

sustainability management.

Human Rights

Principal 1: Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights; and 43p

Principle 2: make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 43p 

Labour 

Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining; 44p

Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour; 36p, 43p

Principle 5: the effective abolition of child labour; and 36p, 43p

Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. 44p 

Environment 

Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges; 29p

Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and 30~34p

Principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies. 24p, 33p 

Anti-Corruption 

Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery. 62~63p
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Memberships

Daegu Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Korea Automobile Manufacturers Association

Korea Automobile Parts Association

Federation of Middle Market Enterprises of Korea

Korea International Trade Association

Daegu Enterprises Federation under the Korea Enterprises Federation

Munsan General Industrial Complex Association

West Daegu Industrial Complex Management Corporation Association

Korea Industrial Technology Association

The Korean Society of Mechanical Engineers

Korean Society for Noise and Vibration Engineering

Korean Society of Automotive Engineers

KOSDAQ Listed Companies Association
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